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Robert-EX-Miller, attorney Harold Hurt,
city mayor Melvin 'Henley and
businessman Jim Garrison, to in-
vestigate the possibility of litigating the
hospital's problems with the con-
struction contract. According to
minutes of that meeting, hospital board
Officials and construction represen-
talives talked about assorted
"problems" in completing the south
and northwest sections of the addition.
Miller t-Olilat oard members Thursday
night ,"I'm of the opinion.,.that maybe
they (the contractors) are a little more
serietrs about correcting these
probleins and getting through a punch
list to get us in the building."
,Miller added later,"I think they both
understand now exactly how the board
feels about it or at least I hope they do.
If they don't, then they can't un-
derstand the King's English because we
sure as hell told 'ern."
The hospital board is now holding
$120,000 due Hartz-Kirkpatrick until
there is "substantial completion" of
Phase I of the project.
Poston said a timetable now calls for
occupying the new cafeteria area Nov.
1 and the third floor of the new area
Nov. 6. Under the original contract,
Phase II will lead to the razing of the
"old" convalescent building and
constructing an emergency area,
radiology, surgery and central sterile
area.
According to the minutes of the
litigation committee meeting, Poston
has indicated in writing "that the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals has warned the hospital that
if they do not move the patients out of
the 1934 building (the old convalescent
building) by the first of November, the
hospital might lose its accreditation. He
emphasized the serious ramifications
,t/is could ijaxetakscAiiigkkeprO to.- •
--Medicare and Medicaid."
Insurance Coverage
Hospital board , members Thursday
night voted to go with a Blue Cross-Blue
Shield insurance plan that gives 100
percent coverage on semi-private
rooms, compared with a present 'plan
that calls for just up to 150 on a room.
Also, because of a reduced use of the
insurance, insurance rates will be
slightly lower in the future for hospital
employees using the insurance.
In other action from the Thursday
night meeting:
— Hospital board members are ex-
Pected to discuss further two alter-
natives for unemployment insurance
coverage. Poston said he favors an
"experience method" opposed to a
"contribution method." Under the
experience method, the hospital will
simply pay an unemployment in-
surance claim when it occurs. Under
the contribution method, the hospital
would contribute 2.7 percent of the
annual payroll into a fund. Total cost of
that method would be from $90,000-
$95,000 a year, Poston said. Henley
suggested the board check on another
alternative offered by Kentucky
Municipal League which Henley said
the hospital can participate in.
— The hospital board meeting ended
Thursday night with a closed, executive
session to discuss what Miller called a
"personnel" matter. When asked by
The Murray Ledger di Times to be more
specific about the closed session, Miller
replied simply "personnel."
— The hospital averaged 86.6 percent
occupancy last month compared to 87.9
percent the same month a year ago.
Total patient days were down by 53
days over the same month last year.
Total admissions were also down,
according to a September professional
perk/glance report.
HOMECOMING POLISH—Adding to the reflection for returning Murray
State University alumni at Homecoming 1978 will be the gleaming brass
doors of the Pogue Library. The doors, polished each year prior to
Homecoming weekend, are given a gleam by MSU maintenance workers
James Morris, top, and Ronnie Carroll and Willard Windle, bottom.
Staff Photo by Debbie N
Department Of Commerce Figures Show
Inflation Slowed To 7 Percent In Summer
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The inflation
rate slowed to 7 percent annual rate
during the summer and the economy
grew at a steady, moderate rate, the
Commerce Department said today.
The third-quarter inflation rate was
the smallest of the year and followed a
rate of 11 percent in the spring.
However, other economic indicators
have pointed to a new surge in price
increases, and President Carter is
preparing to announce new, tougher
A special flu clinic will be held
Monday, Oct. 23, at the Calloway
County Health Department.
Immunizations will be administered
from 8:00 toll:30 a.m. and from 1:00 to
4:00 p.m.
R. L Cooper, administrator, said the'
clinic was for all persons 85 years or
older and persons with respiratory
disease, heart disease, or diabetes. An.
appointment will not be necessary on
Monday to receive the immunization,
Cooper said.
antiinflation measures in a broadcast
address to the nation Tuesday night.
The Commerce Department said the
economy grew at an annual rate of 3,4
percent in the June-September quarter.
That is about average for the year and
is encouraging -to some government
economists.
That growth rate would mean the
economy is strong enough to keep most
people employed but would not
aggravate inflation, they say.
The 3.4 percent third-quarter in-
crease in the gross national product,
the total retail value of the goods and
services produced by the nation,
followed a jump of 8.7 percent in the
second quarter and a decrease of 0.1
percent in the first quarter.
However, the department said the
first two quarters were disrupted by the
coal strike and exceptionally cold, wet
weather. Some of the rebound con-
tinued in the third quarter.
"If the strike anti weather effects are
set aside, real GNP probably would
have increased in the range of 3 to 4
percent in each of the ,quarters," the
department said.
The GNP figures are adjusted to
account for seasonal variations and
inflation. Before this adjustment to
calculate "real" GNP, the GNP stood
at an annual rate of $2.141 trillion in the
third quarter, the department said.
The economy is "basically sound and
healthy, well situated for a continuation
of moderate but steady economic
DISTRICT GOVERNOR — .12ivers 0. Pillans, left. governor of Rotary in-
ternational District filt, I-O-Oks ewer upcoming plans fOr the local Rotary
Club with Forrest Priddy, local club president. Mans, of Louisville, wjs in
town Thursday making his annual visit andapeechto the stub.
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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
After two years of construction
marked by delays and hints recently of
a possible lawsuit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital personnel will be
moving into a section of a newly.
completed wing Monday.
.bospi el hoard voted Thiirsda3r--
night to continue holding money owned
to Hartz-Kirkpatrick Construction
Company of Owensboro until the
contractor is "substantially compete
with Phase I" of the hospital expansion
project. And board members voted to
beef up Blue Cross-Blue Sheild
coverage for employees of the medical
facility.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston said
Thursday night .that hospital personnel
will begin moving some 22 convalescent
patients out of the "old" convalescent
wing Monday. "I urge the media here to
be there Monday because this is a big
event," Poston quipped.
- The moving-in comes a full two years
after hospital officials let the original
contract on multi-phase $4,134,500
hospital expansion project. The original
"Phase 1" contract called for 365
calendar days, Poston said today.
Poston said within the two years Phase
I has been going, the contractor has
received about 120 days extension for
problems like weather and change-
orders.
Earlier this month a newly appointed
hospital "litigation committee" met
with project architects and contractor
representatives. Hospital board of-
ficials named the committee, con-
sisting of county judge-executive
Investigation
Continues On
Murray State University security and
Murray Police today are investigating
an incident on the MSU campus
Thursday night involving a coed
allegedly grabbed by a male near Carr
Health Building.
- •
MSU Sectrity Director Joe Green
said today the incident happened about
10 p.m. Thursday as a woman was
walking near Carr Health Building,
located on 15th Street near the center of
the campus.The woman told MSU
security that a naked man wearing a
pair of men's undershorts jumped out
from the bushes and grabbed her arm.
The woman screamed, Green said,
and the man ran away.
Authorities said today they don't
know if the incident Thursday night
could be related to at least two recent
rape and attempted rape reports in-
volving MSU coeds. Both Green and a
spokesman for Murray Police
Department said the incident is still
under investigation.
Murray-Calloway League of Women
Voters will sponsor a joint public
meeting of the Murray city and
Calloway County school boards Mon-
day, Oct. 23 at 8 p.m. on the second floor
of Ordway Hall, Olive and 15th Streets.
Members of both school boards will
be available to answer questions
relating to local education issues. The
public is urged to attend, a spokesman
said
League President Ruth Howard said
the program is designed to give citizens
an opportunity to raise issues which the
time limitations of regularly scheduled
school board meetings may not allow. '
Ms. -Howard invites "all parents,
teachers and interested citizens to
participate in the program."
Sponsorship'ohthe meeting is one of a
series of voter service projects un-
dertaken by thrlocal League of Women
Voters, Other recent services include
registratios of forty votors%n early;: -
October and coerdination of various
programs designed to make local—
citizeis more aware of their_2.1
to'Verr. tritinr. Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee
growth," Courtenay Slater, a Com-
merce Department economist, said in a
recent speech.
Some economists were •worried tiat
consumers would stop buying as many
cars, houses and other products last
summer and that the economy would
slow down.
But more people got jobs and others
built up their debts as demand for both
consumer and business products
continued:
So instead of a slump, the problem
facing the administration is higher
prices. President Carter plans to an-
nounce his new anti-inflation program
to the country Tuesday night.
Administration officials have been
describing the program to business and
labor- leaders, telling them it will in-
clude voluntary guidelines of 5.75
percent for annual price increases find
7 percent on wages.
However, White House officials have --
cautioned that Carter has not made a- "
final decision on it.
Alfred Kahn, chairman of the Civil
Aeronautics Board, is Carter's leading
choice to become administrator of the
new anti-inflation program, according
to several administration officials.
Kahn would supplement Robert S.
Strauss, the president's special trade
negotiator who wants to concentrate on
international trade talks.
florid rCourt Program
A citywide Court, of Honor was held
Thursday evening by Boy Scout Troops
13, 45 and 77 at the First United
Methodist Church. The Rev. Fred
French, minister of the Kirlisey United
Methodist church, gave the invocation.
Fred Morton represented the Four
Rivers Council as chairman of the
ceremony.
Tom Carruthers, assistant Scout-
master of Troop 77, presented the
Tenderfoot rank to Scout Robby
Marquardt, Samir Mahfoud, Mikal
Grimes, Robin Adams, Jeff Schroeder,
and Craig Mayer.
Forrest Priddy, committee chairman
of Troop-13, awarded the Second Class
rank to Aaron Schroeder and' Sarnir
Mahfoud. • • •
Bob Hopkins, council district com-
missioner, presented the First Class
rank to David Robinson, David Bailey,
Billy Phillips and Steve French.
Larry Doyle, Scoutmaster of Troop
13, presented the life rank ,to Chris
Priddy and Tim Burchfield. Many
merit badges were also awarded to the
several scouts who had earned them.
Bob Waters, council district com-
missioner, gave the Eagle Bronze Palm
to scout Jeffery Carruthers. The Fifty
Miler awarli requiring qty., miles of
travel afoot and afloat plus ten hours of
conservation work was presented to
Don Moseley and Jeffery Carruthers.
Following the ceremony, • the
gathering of interested persons and
,----paeents-viesved- -Isearfi ynesere-
tation on the national scout ranch cell,.
Philmont in Cimmaron, New Mexico.
This past summer several scouts of
the local troops were part of a con-
tingent that spent two weeks of high
adventure camping and hiking there.
The Philmont travelogue was
presented by scout Mark Austin and his
father, Dr. Clegg Austin.
PRINCETON, Ky. (AP) — Railroad
and emergency officials said they
hoped a fire consuming vinyl chloride'
in two derailed tank cars would burn
itself out by late today as en-
vironmental experts continued to
monitor the area.
Emergency crews have been stan-
ding by since Tuesday night, when the
tankers caught fire after an 18-car
derailment on Illinois Central Gulf
Railroad tracks about 10 miles from
this rural western Kentucky com-
munity.
About 50 more families were forced to
leave their homes Thursday as, the
tankers continued to burn, belching
smoke and hazardous fumes. More than
40 homes within two miles were
evacuated immediately ,after the
derailment. -
Aerial surveys indicated later
Thursday, -however, that fumes were
dispersing. Many of the families were
allowed to return to the area, leaving
about 75 residents, from 15 to 20 houses
within one mile of the derailment site,
away from their homes for a third
night, officials said.
One of the burning ears was about 50
feet from a derailed chlorine tanker,
said Richard Griggs, a spokesman for
the Environmental Protection Agency
at the scene.
While officials were concerned, the
chlorine "seems to be a safe distance
away" from the fire, he said.
"There's not a tremendous fire down
here.. ..It's almost a controlled burning
on the vinyl chloride tank," Griggs
said, adding that the blaze is generating
a lot of smoke.
Officials apparently "think that the
situation is stable enough that they can
'let some...personnel in" to conduct
tests, Griggs said, "(but) nobody can
sit here and say exactly what's gonna
happen five hours from now or 10 hours
from now or anything like that."
The officials say the only way to
handle the situation safely is to let the
fires burn themselves out and then
carefully move the other tankers back
into place.
After the fire is out, said EPA official
Jack Stonebraker, it would be possible-
for railroad emergency crews to start
clearing the wreckage and reopening
.the heavily used line, which carries
about 400 carloads of coal from thc
western Kentucky coalfields every day
The railroad has removed the cars
that remained on the tracks after the
derailment.
The 82-car Memphis-to-Louisville
train, carrying a lengthy list of
corrosive chemicals, derailed as it
descended a 5-mile graae approaching
a 30-mile-per-hour curve, said Richard
Fryinire, state railroad commissioner.
Frymire said an initial investigation
indicated the train may have been
traveling too fast, leading to a jamming
effect when the brakes were applied for
the curve.
About 37 non-ambulatory patients
Were transferred from the Outwood
center for Mentally retarded children
at nearby Dawson Springs to other
facilities, said Tom Little, spokesman
for the state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
Biit the action was -just a
precautionary measure, because they
would be hard to move quickly," Little
said.
Dawson Springs had its share of
tension and anxiety Thursday, and a
racing rumor mill didn't help any.
"Most of the rumors are pitiful," said
city Police Chief James Rice.
Murray State meets an ex-OVC team Saturday when the
Racers and East Tennessee take the field at Stewart
Stadium 2 p.m. Pre-game festivities are set at 1:30. For a
preview of the MSU-East Tennessee grid clash, see
today's sports section.
warm
Sunny and warm' today. Highs
in the low 70s. Generally clear
tonight. Lows in the mid to upper
40s. Sunny and continued warm
Saturday. Highs in the mid 70s.
• Kentucky Extended Forecast
Sunday through Tuesday:
Glance of showers and turning
'cooler about. Tuesday, otherwise
mild and dry.
Atchley's Angle . .. ...
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Tibia Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with Andy
and Linda Rogers as
.-arayloneaaatara Amt.- Chaff*
and Gayle . Adams as
assistants. A chili supper will
belervedSaturday night.
./ The Speer Family will be
presented in a gospel singing,
'sponsored by Murray Postal
Workers -for --Crippled
Children's Telethon, at




dancing with Larry Jackson
as caller at the Wishing Well ,
at eight p.m.
Open Horse Show, spon-
sored by the Hardin and South
,Marshatt Riding Club.. will be
at seven p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
_Exposition Center. Entry fee
will be two dollars. Admission
will be one dollar per person,.
over.six years of age.
Concert featuring Marvin
Stamm. trumpet artist, and
MSU Jazz ,Band and MSU Jazz
Combo, conducted by
Raymond Conklin, will be at
Lovett Auditorium t 8:30
p.m. This is open to the public,
free of charge. sponsored by
Peoples Bank.
Owl Prowl will start at 7:30
p.m, at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
Pep Rally, Bonfire, and
ji9,411Thoroaighbred Band and.
Fireworks Display will be-iii-
Cutchin recreational Cortifilex
at seven p.m.
Saturday, October it —
Square and Round Dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hail at 7:30 p.m.'
Murray School of Practical
Nursing will have a bake sale
in front of the Youth Shop, 504
Main Street, :starting at 7:30
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority homecoming brunch
( alumni invited), will be at the
SSS Room at the Panhellenic,
Building, Murray State
University, at approximately
10:30 a.m. following the
parade. _
Homecotning• activities at
Murray State University will
include campus organization
coffees and breakfasts from
seven to-Mrie (win.; tennis
fournaffitvell kreigTit
"snide at 9:30 a.m.; Alumni
business session it MSU
Student Center at 10:30 a.m.:-
Alumni smorgasbord at
Beshear Gym at $4.50 per.
person from eleven a.m. to
12:30 p.m.; Basketball team's_
first practice session at the
fieldhouse from 10:45 to 11:30
a.m.; pre-game activities at
Stewart Stadium at 1:30 p.m.:
football game -between
Murray and East Tennessee
at Stewart Stadium at two
p.m. followed by reception at
Oakhurst, home of Dr. and
Mrs. Constantine Curris;
traditional homecoming
dance at Beshear Gym from
eight p.m. to midnight.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Puppeteers will
present a program at seven
p.m. at the church. A love
offering for UNICEF will be
taken.
Murray Cbuntry Club will
hold its homecoming dance
from nine p.m. to one a.m.
with Mr. and Mrs. Ron Cella
as.chairmen. Admission is $10





"Last Chance Before Christmas!"
-50e Handling
▪ -.penal per family
.E idea persons 1 95 each






.0ver 5 years S3 95
.Portraits must be pitted •
up by Parent
.No Costumes or Undorr
"BABY CONTEST!"
Si 00"
1st Place - $50.00
2nd Place - $30.00
3rd Place - $20.00
Dates: October 23rd, 24th, 25th
Days: Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
Time: 11 a.m. til 5 p.m. ,
lad and cfaztAit,




















A Fri. & Sat. 11:41)
. IOW ENTEITAIIINENT
18 Or Over Only - Rue Nave ID
"Rocky Rector Picture Show" II
Aurora Country Festival
will continue with arts and
crafts fair, pony pull at eleven
a.m., auction at "Quonset,"
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club
parade at 1:30 p.m:, Bar-
bershop Chorus at Opra Barn
at three p.m., and dance with
music by Kentucky Jones at
Wishing Well at eight p.m.
Sunday. October 22
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Jackson will be honored with a
reception in celebration of
their golden wedding an-
niversary at the First Baptist
Church, Dover, Tenn., from
two to 4: 30 p.m.
Aurora Country Festival
will continue with arbor
church and gospel sing• at
Aurora Christian Church at
eleven a.m.; ice cream social
at 2:30 p.m. at Opra Barn
area; arts and crafts fair.
Sunday. October 22
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Blue-
Gray Trail starting at Fort
Henry Trails parking lot at
10:30 a.m.: Animal Sounds
Concert at two p.m. and
Marshes. Lakes and Fields at




will have a Halloween party at
- the Woodmen of the World
Hall from 6:30 to eight p.m.
Each one is asked to come in
costume and prizes will be
awarded.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to all
single adults, 18 or older.
Adult Great Books
Discussion- Group will not
meet tonight, but will meet
Oct. 30.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main Streets, at 7 :15 p.m. For
information call 759-1792 or
- 753-9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at. the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olivio
'Streets. -
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS BA/AAR - Xi Alpha Delta Chaptof os Beta Sigma Phi will hold
its annual Christmas Bazaar on Friday, Nov. 3, from six to nine p.m. and Saturday, Nov.
4, from nine a:m.io twelve noon at the Community Room, federal Savings and Loan.
SeCenth and Main Streets, Murray,a special table of gifts for children, along with baked
goods, decorations, gifts, will be featured. Showing some of. the decorations as 
tured above are, left to right, Peggy Shoemaker, Mary Graves, Tory Holton, and Vicky
Holton, the latter serxing as chairman for the baiaar.






A special Arts and Crafts
Class for Senior Citizens and
interested adults will be held
-at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 Main Street,
starting Monday, Oct. 23.
Classes in making new
things for the Christmas
season will be held from seven
to nine p.m. on the following
Mondays: Oct. 23, Oct. 30,
Nov. 6, Nov. 13, and.Nov.,27.
For transportation persons
may call 753-0929 by three






The Greater Paducah Area
Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will have ,a general
meeting tonight (Friday) in
the basement of the American
Legion Hall, 2921 Broadway.
Paducah, at 8:00 p.m. .A social
hour will follow the meeting.
Saturday. Oct. 21, will be
PWP orientation, night at
Diane Stroud's home. For
directions- to her home froat
Mayfield to north on U.S. 45
through West Viola, watch for
Olden Road and turn right (it
is the paved road by Jerry's
Upholstery Shop), second
trailer on the left. If persons
get lost, call 856-3367. All new
members are especially in-
vited to attend.
On Sunday, Oct. M, there
will be a family activity at
Noble Park, Paducah.
Children, 12 and under, will
have an hour of free rides at
Funland from 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Persons should meet 'Diane
Stroud at the ticket booth at
2:00 p.m. Each family should
bring a picnic dinner so the
group can eat together after
the rides. In -case of rain or
severe weather (cold) outdoor
activities are cancelled.
"We would like to invite all
area single parents to•attend
any of our functions, said Kay








tatURItAY " Fri., Sat, Son Oily
• [Open 6: 45. Start 7: 15
To break the driver, the cop Was
willing to -break the law._




By Abigail Van Buren
A Houseless
Housewife
DEAR ABBY: lam 24 and Larry is 29, and here is my
story: We moved in with Larry's parents right after we got
married. ("Only until we find a place of our own," he
promised) Well, it's been five years, and here I sit with two
lovely children and a,closet full of unused wedding presents.
My in-laws are very nice, and some people think I've got it
easy with Larry's mother to do all the cooking, and a built-in
baby-sitter for the kids. but I'm miserable. Larry's mother
has her own way of doing thAix and I help her as much as
she _lets still her house, not mine.
Every time the subject of moving comes up. Larry's
father say."Why move and pay rent when you can live here
for free? We have plenty of room." (It's true, but I would
rather have a place of my own.) Larry.has a good job and we
can afford
The children are getting spoiled by their grandparents,
an4-1-1m-gest-i-n-g--fed--ap. Please help me.
TRAPPED IN ILLINOIS
DEAR TRAPPED: Face it, your husband is reluctant to
give up the comfort and security provided by his parents.
But if you don't insist that he cut the cord and leave the
nest, you- will be living with them indefinitely. Start a cam-
paign now for your independence. (A suggested slogan: "A
place to call mine in '79!")
DEAR ABBY: My inisband and I recently visited some
out-of-town friends we hadn't seen in years. We wanted to
stay at a motel but they wouldn t hear of it, so we ended up
staying with them, which was a big-Mistake.
During our .visit our .hostess spent half her time doing
housework and cleaning up.
After eveLry meal, out 'came the vacuum cleaner! She was
. constantly mopping, scrubbing or polishing. As soon as my
husband dropped one ash in the ashtray, she'd grab' it and
clean it. She ran around with a mop or a dust, cloth in her
hand all the time we were there.
I realize that cleanliness it next to Godliness, but she
wore us out just watching her clean up.
Her fussiness spoiled my vacation. Are such actions
normal?
. DIRTY DEI.ORES-
DEAR DELORES: No. Your hostess sounds like a com-
pulsive cleaner-upper. Although she may be a meticulous
housekeeper, that's not what hospitality is all about.
Hospitality is the art of making one's guests feel genuinely
comfortable.
DEAR ABBY: By looking at me you wouldn't think I had a
problem in the world. I'm middle-age, attractive and mar-
ried to a beautiful guy (my age). 1-1-ei• handsome, good
natured and generous. We're both healthy, young at heart,
and love a good time. We take fabulous vacations (Hawaii,
Switzerland, cruises) and we get along great. I really love
the guy and he loves me.
The problem: On weekends he takes me to dinner and:
then to a club for dancing. We both love to dance, but as SOOTS
as we get there he starts looking-around for women without
escorts. The pretty ones he asks to dance. (He says he feels
sorry for them.)
...I've aat _out plenty of dances while he dances-up a storm
• with these unescorted ladies.
* Should I let him dance to his heart's content while I sit
alone? Or should I give him a taste of his own medicine and
pick up the stag men to dance with? _
HUMILIATED
DEAR HUMILIATED: Don't pick up any stags to dance
with or that will be the beginning of the end. Tell your
,"generous, good-natured" guy that charity begins at home.
.And let him know you mean business!
Advanced Group Will
Play Later Monday
Pairings for the Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Monday, Oct. 23 at
9:30 a.m. are as follows: •
Court One: Penny Cannock,
Kathy Burchfield, Kay Ray,,
and Lynn Stout.
Court Two: Lochie Landon,
Jana Hughes, Agnes Payne.
and Carolyn Bradshaw.
Players please note change
of time from nine a.m. until
9:30 a.m. Substitutes whamay





FOR SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1978
What kind of day
tomorrow be? To find out
Im•-•••=-•21=--",atair---------=-1h4F--iitileiF=afty, read
forecast given for your
Sign. remembered today - but
don't let memory give it more
importance than it actually
held. Your future looks rosy.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lifj
It's time to slow down and
devote some time to solid
planning. Curb an impulse to
act without thought. A rash
decision could bring you
sorrow.
AQUARIUS
1 Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Self-doubt can hold you
back. What you need is con-
fidence to Put your ideas, and
yourself, over. Never doubt
that you have what it takes.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. A)) X
Don't let others discourage
you. Your ideas are sound and
they'll work if you take the
time to present them
carefully:. Win others to your
cause.
YOU BORN TODAY have
unusual versatility and a fine
intellect, but you must curb a
tendency to put things off. You
are interested in poetry,
music, the dance, and might
find a career in one of these
fields. The practical side of
your nature suggests that you
are meticulous when it comes
to planning projects and
thinking things through. You
have a flair for figures and
could score in business. You
must curb tendencies to be
obstinate and autocratic.





the-fifill$57/1 to Dec, fitt"Itir
birth All old love affair is
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. MI
Be firm with co-workers but
take a gentle approach with




( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Routine tasks prove boring,
but innovative action on your
part could give them more
interest. Don't be limited by
old and set ways.
GEMINI -aMay 22 to June 2U
, If you prove cooperative,
you can make things a great
deal easier for someone you
love. Keep that temper under
firm control.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)481C)
Curb an attraction for
someone of the opposite sex. If
you are not careful, you could
be creating a problem that
will be difficult to solve.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244g
Don't let others discourage
you. You know exactly what
you want and if you put all
your energies into getting it,
you will succeed.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nr)%
Progress on all fronts today,
along with a streak of good
luck. An Unexpected prize is
earmarked for you. A good
day to take a chance.
LIBRA
(Sept, 24 to Oct.23)
Better play it by ear, in-
novate as the situation
demands. A pre-planned
course of action just won't
work to your advantage.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov.22) /71/etl e'
Banish worries because
they're unfounded. You tend
to jump to conclusions, and
this time you're all wrong. Be
optimistic - you have reason
VISITS RELATIVES
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan has
returned home after spending .
five days with Major (ret.)
James G. Jordan, Mrs. Jor-
dan, and children of
Stillwater, Okla.
People across the nation are talking about their life
size color portraits by
TOM POGUE STUDIOS
Mrs. J. D..Harcrow, Alamogordo, N.M. writes, "I ap-
__ prvciate you giving me the chance_ by purchase my
color proofs at such a reasonable price. I am very
pleased with the 16 by 20 and so was my family." -
Tom Pogue Studios
Is coming to Murray at the Vernon's LTD on, Oct. 24,













Mrs. Miehael -Bright, junior
medical technology major at
Murray State University, has
been elected treasurer of the
MSU Medical Technology •
nub. Mrs. TIngffrTheforitfee-
Donna Burton, is the daughter




The International Pain Control Institute IS presently
engaged in what is the MOST eittensive research pro
gram ever undertaken by thethirdPrett lc profession
This retearch is directed toward determining the re
lat'ionshtp between health problerhs and spinal mis-
alignments and utilizes a screening process called
Contour Analysis.
.•
Volunteers are being sought for screening, Contour
Analysis enables taking. three-dimensionsi picture
(called Moire photography) of the topography of the
Surface of the spine td 'detect spinal stress deviations This analysis will be correlated with lea
deficiency, p55101 wmptomatology..and levels of spinal tenderness. An analysis of Oils NCO
can reveal such thengs as normal and abnormal stress warns, spinsi curvature, muscle spawns,
muscle imbalance, spinal_distortions, and scoliosit .. •
ThN is a public service program for participating volunteers. The doctors are contributing .
their tint Service. and (*edifies for the program.
Anyone sAirshing to be a vOlunfeer may telephone particspete
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Carroll-Morris Wedding
Vows_Solemntzed, Church
Miss Tonya Leigh Carrot!,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Carroll, became the
.bide of Phillip White Morris,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Morris, in a late summer
candlelight ceremony at the
First Christian Church.
Bro. John Dale officiated at
the double ring ceremony as
the couple stood in front of the
brass arch fifteen branch'
candelabrum decorated with
Baker's fern, apricot car-
nations, gerber daisies,
sprengeri, and baby's breath.
On either side were two spiral
brat' candelabra and two
Grecian urns filled with
snapdragons, roses, gerber
daisies, and lenias. The
family pews were marked
with sprengeri and leather
leaf tied with huge apricot
'satin bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by John Daniel
Houston, organist, and cousin
of the bride, and Mrs. Vernon
Shown, soloist. Mr. Houston
played Theme From Love
Story, The Twelfth of Never,
One Hand One Heart, and the
traditional wedding marches.
Mrs. Shown sang The Wedding
Song, Sunrise Sunset, and
We've Only Just Begun.
Bride's Dress,
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, was given
in marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown of
ivory silk organza and
reembroidered Alencon lace.
The empire fitted bodice was
fashioned with a Victorian
neckline accented by
medallions of reembroidered
lace with crystal beads and
seed pearls'. The bishop
sleeves of lace overlaid with
softly gathered organza were
fitted at the wrist and fastened
with tiny covered buttons.
The circular skirt flowed
softly into a chapel length
train. The finger tip ripple veil
of silk and nylon illusion was
attached to a Juliet cap and
encircled in matching lace.
She carried a cascade bouquet
of apricot roses, gardenias,
stephanotis, leather leaf, and
• baby's breath.
Attending the bride as maid
of honor was Miss Cindy Tripp
who wore a formal empire
gown of floral apricot dacron
polyester organza. The dress
featured a scoop neckline and
bishop sleeves. Her headpiece
consisted of roses and baby's
breath. She carried a princess
bouquet of fuji porns, roses,
and baby's breath.
Miss Kathryn Carroll,
cousin of the bride, was flower
girl. She wore a dress iden-
tical to that of the maid of
honor. Her hair was also
adorned with roses and baby's
breath. She carried a wicker
flower basket containing rose
petals and satin streamers.
Steve Towery served arbest
man for Mr. Morris.: The
candlelighters and ushers
were Brent Morris, Jr.,







and Mrs. Philip White Morris
Kenny and Van Stubblefield,
cousins of the groom.
,The groom wore a bamboo
beige tuxedo with white shirt
and brown tipped ruffles. His
boutonniere was made of two
apricot roses and baby's
breath. The other men wore
contrasting brown pants and
apricot roses.
Serving as ring bearer was
Jason Wright, nephew of the
groom, who carried the rings
on a heart shaped white satin
pillow with streamers.
For the wedding the bride's
mother chose to wear a formal
gown of apricot chiffon with a
crystal beaded empire bodice
and an elbow length capelet of
nylon chiffon. She wore
matching accessories.
. Mrs. Morris, mother of the
groom, was attired in a mint
green chiffon dress with a
flowing cape. She also wore
matching accessories.
Both mothers wore corsages
of white.cattlaya orchids.
The bride's grandmother,
Mrs. Robert Cole, wore a
formal gown of peach. The
groom's grandmother, Mrs.
Macon White, was attired in a
blue dress. Their corsages
were miniature white car-
nations. The grandfather-, had
white carnation boutonr.teres.
Guests registered in the
bride's book at a taFe covered
with a white satin floor length
cloth. An arrangement of
multi-colored roses in a brass
container highlighted the
table. Miss Cindy Chrisman
served at the register.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
..r.-
Monks to you,
were getting bigger and better
1 . for the very best on cooking equipment, gourmet foods.*sensational cookbooks and decorative accessories(
WE'VE MOVED -
—





Murray. Kentucky 753-5679 4 
reception was held at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
The table was overlaid with
a white satin cloth which was
caught at intervals with fern
and roses. Centering the table
was a five branched silver
candelabrum whose
epergnette was filled with
roses, carnations, daisies,
tube roses, and baby's breath.
The table was draped with
smilax. -
The three tiered white
wedding cake was a creation
of Grecian columns and
topped with an arrangement
of fresh flowers. Fern and
flowers also garlanded the
cake. Punch, mints, and nuts
were served from crystal
appointments. '
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Larry Wright, Mrs.
Brent Morris, Jr., and Miss





Alpha Delta Kappa Inter-
.national Sorority. for women 
lied its. weiterri- district
meeting at the Vxecutive Inn,
Otvensboro, on Saturday,
'Sept. 30.
Betty Riley of the Rho
Chapter of Murray gave a
report of the Southeast
regional meeting held at
Asheville, N. C. The state
president, Georgianne Lowe,
Nu Chapter of Bowling Green,




Bowling Green, and Owen-
sboro were represented.
'Members representing Rho
of Murray were Betty Riley,
Agnes McDaniel, Geraldine
Myers, Alberta Korb, Barletta
Wrather, Bess Kerlick,
Joanna Sykes, and Sue
Adams.
ikS916.4604"..sallicok*041,ftiouismo'ra
Let'sStay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGAME
See Your Physician When
You Have Bladder Trouble
Q. Mr. 0. 0. writes that
he ha s iiad-Titi ifiefeiTite In
the frequency of urination
for about the last 10 days.
He is embarrassed by hav-
ing to go to the rest room
so often while at work. He
has to get up so often
during the night that his
bladder Vroblem in-
terfere' With his rest. He
Is not in pain.
A. When such a situation
occurs, it requires profes-
sional attention to deter-
mine the cause 'and to
outline appropriate treat-
ment, especially when the
trouble has persisted for as
long as 10 days, as in your
case. You need a urine
analysis and an examina-
tion. "
An increase of urine can
result from an excess of
fluids (coffee, beer, etc.),
especially during the cool
weather when the liquids
are not lost by sweat, or a
Baptist Young !Vomen Hold
Social Luncheon & Meeting
The Baptist Young Women
of Northside Church held a
potluck luncheon for members
and their families on Sunday,
Oct. 1, at one p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Present for the occasion
were James, Jean, Angie, and
Jennifer Hamilton, Don, Judy,
Stevie, and Lone Jones,
David, Sheila, Zack, and
Casey McGinnis, Charles,
Mary Ann, and Shan
McCuiston, Jerry Don, Janice,
Timmy, and Kristi Graham,
Mike and LaDon Haley, and
Rev. Larry Salmon and wife,
Ann.
On Monday, Oct. 2, at seven
p.m., the BYW met at the
church with the Adult
Women's Class invited as
guests.
Judy Jones, BYW president,
explained the purpose of
BYW. Each one present was




Christine Graham, Mary Jean
Turner, Ann Jones, Willie Mae
Kursave, 'Mary Ann
McCuiston, LaDon Haley,
Judy Jones, Sheila McGinnis,
Jean Hamilton, Janice
Graham, and Janet Duncan.





The onset of diabetes
mellitus is often associated
with an increase of urine
output. The sugar being
excreted in such cases
draws out extra water
through the kidneys at the
same time. Treatment of
the diabetes is essential to
control the excessive uri-
nation and for other rea-
sons.
Infection in t.De urinary
tract is another cause of
urgent and frequent urina-
tion. Such trouble can be
diagnosed from a urine
sample and examination.
Many such infections re-
spond promptly to an anti-
biotic or to a sulfa drug.
Also, when the kidneys
are not functioning proper-
ly, they fail in certain
conditions to concentrate
the urine and conserve
fluid for the body. The
urine is often diluted an,
may contain protein (albii-
min ).
Fortunately, a test of a
sample of blood may help
the physician to evaluate
when a patient has dia-
betes mellitus, a dimin-
ished kidney function, or
some other problem.
Even if this bout of uri-
nary frequency is your




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, its my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Gut shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
likomelrgok
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Ally some home remedy!
Yoti should see yoUr physi-
cian promptly-for an evalu-
atien of the cause. Then
proper treatment can be
prescribed, depending on
the nature of the findings.
Most cases get early relief.
Also, you will be reacquired
by knowing the exact na-
ture of your trouble and be
less anxious about it.
Blood River Aryl'
Meets oll4Mr?ruday
The WMU of the Blood River
13aptist Association will hold
Its quarterly meeting on
Monday, Oct. 23, at seven p.m.
at the Sinking Spring Church.
A briefipg period for all age
level leaders will be held,
-according to Billie Ray,
director of the WMU.
Sue Shelton who did sum-
mer mission work in England
will speak to the Girls In
Action and Acteens during the
briefing session, Mrs. Ray
said.
All interested persons are
invited to attend.






XL-12 Chain Saw W/16" Bar
•Exclusive SAFE-T-TIP. prevents kickback, keeps
you in control
•Almost one million of these saws built and sold
a Lightweight and powerful.
s High performance 33 cubic inch engine.
...Power to cut logs up to 3 thick.
Sug. List Price $249.95
Our Price $ 19996
Homelite Chain Saws are always on sale
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corsages of miniature white ttire!, ro-up *-
carriatons..
From a wicker basket
apricot satin rice roses were
arranged and distributed
among the guests by Brian
Carroll.
Following the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Panama City, Fla., with the
bride wearing a floral shrimp
two piece dress and her
mother's corsage.
The couple is now residing
on Murray Route Seven. Mn.
Morris is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Morris is employed at the
Bank of Murray.
Out of town guests in-
cludedbMr. and Mrs. Terry
Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Ford, and Mr. and Mrs. Mac
Tucker, Benton; Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff Clark and Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Matheny, Wingo; Mr.





Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church WMU met
Saturday, Sept. 30, at the
Dakota Feed and Grain for the
annual "Secret Pal" dinner.
Following the serving of the
meal, the members opened
-gifts -revealing who their
secret pals had been this year.
The group then drew names
for new secret pals for the
1978-79 church year.
Those attending were Suzie
and Steve Cathey, Gail and
Lanny Turner, Denecia and
Mike Lovins, Joyce and
Darrell Gibson, Laura and
Mark Paschall, Mary Janice
and Roger Cooper, Suzie and
Tommy Scott, Becky and
Mike Nance, Lucretiaand Mrs. P. E. Wylie,.Thompson, Pete VanPaducah; Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ameringen, and the Rev. andBraddock, Sturgis; Bob Mrs. Gladys Williamson.Houston, Clarksville, Tenn.;
Trevis Webb and Chris
Patrick, Tupelo;Miss.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Morris,
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The table was centered with






In keeping with the recent observance of Fire
Prevention week, last week, we would like to tell you
how to-protect your family and home from‘ffre - hy
having your chimney orwmid:stoVe cleaned regutarly




Plans are being formulated
for the reunion of the 1969
graduating class of Mayfield
High School, and a meeting
will be held Monday, Oct. 23,
at seven p.m. at the school to
plan for the 10 year reunion.
Any person interested in
working on plans, is urged to
attend the meeting on Mon-
day. For information persons
may call Mrs. Steve Moore
247-5965 or Mrs. Jerry Bell 247-
8558.
GUESTS HERE
Dr. and ,Mrs. John Thomas
ltfurdoc•k of Middleton, Wisc.,
are the guests of their -son,
'Rick Murdock, at his home on
Murray Route Sen. They.
are also visiting their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Murdock
and Mrs. John Workman.
Before coming to Calloway
County they visited their
daughter, Mrs.- John McGhee

















111 MAIL & PHONE ORDERS WELCOME *
BRIDAL REGISTRY AND FREE GIFT WRAP
(502)443-3099_ _
ft P.O. BOX 925 PADUCAH, KY.


















REED & BARTON LUNT
INTERNATIONAL KIRK
WALLACE AND OTHERS *
, 4+
--- Now It Me time &I'acrd ifart Yodi coihiab«i,
Gorham Sterling design. A full range of place or serving
* fr pieces is available for your selection.
_ .
,44.,;Vt* -•••• ••••• •
t'Ve*I64-12141 04 1,40lzurci,"60101'42iirliiagegliaidIkErOftiiMgiMade4alilligia ltF.





Since 1856, when members of
Congress were given a raise in
tay-, they have been subject to a
jaw designed to see that they
tamed the increased salary.
• A rider attached to file
payhike legislation provided
that "the secretary of the
Senate and sergeant-at-arms of
the House. . . shall deduct from
She monthly .payments of each
err.Lember or delegate the
Wount of his salary for each
that he has been absent..."
Only illness was recognized
4s a legitimate excuse.
re. law - has been enforced
only rarely.
But the Washington-based
undatiOn for the Study of
. Presidential and Congressional
terms has calculated that
adherence to the law would
bave taken over $1.5 million









Penalties on House wembers
during the first session of the
95th Congress would have been --
in excess of $1.4 million. Senate
absences would have resulted
in a $277,000 assessment. .
Needless to say, the saving
would have benefited the tax-
payers.
Back in 1914, the House deter-
mined that enforcement of the
law is "no longer feasible." --
While the congressmen have
been bold enough. to ignore the
'law, however, they have been
wary of efforts to repeal it. The
last repeal measure was
.quietly rejected by the House in
1975 without jeopardy to the in-
--come seetuity of its members.
Sunday School
Lesson -
Based on copyrighted outline, produced bs the ('orrirnittee
the Um! dent Se,tie, and LI, I b% permaslon
Moral Purity
By H. C. Chiles
Purity of thought, purpose, desire,
motive, affection, speech, and conduct
should characterize every child of God.
The 'lack of moral purity has un-
dermined and wrecked countless lives
and homes, and has toppled great
nations into the grave of oblivion.
Because the sacredness of the great
institution of rnarraige is flippantly and
arrogantly ignored by so many, and
because of the prevalence of sensuality
and immorality, it is appropriate that
we should have a lesson dealing with
the necessity of clean thinking and right
living.
Matthew"5:27-3.
Marriage is God's plan for the union
it ARTU 
Heartline is a sersice for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
rhave a question or a problem not°as and solve problems - fast. If
aiswered in these columns, write
4Nt- rthae, 114 East Dayton Street, West
ASexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply. but you must
isetude a stamped, self-addressed
elivelope. 'rbe most useful replies will
btltriattd in this column.
IfEARTLINE: I am a widow 71 years
018. I live in a retirement complex
aleng with several other senior citizens.
We want to start a group that will have
resular meetings and be of interest to
us, too. Do you have any suggestions?
A.D.
Many groups have been organized
- over the years in many different areas.
We suggest you use your imagination.
Da you and your friends like to read?
Ydu could possibly have. a reading and
dideussion grolip, swap books, tell
sties, etc.
A craft or hobby club may be of in-
let:est. Use your talents to your ad-
vaptage. Many, merchants would
welcome a senior citizen group that was
selling homemade items..
There are also 000king clubs,
volunteer activities, political in-
vastement, or anything else you could
polisibly think of.
Take your time in deciding, though,
and make sure your decision is of
benefit and interest to all members of
your group.
IfEARTLINE: I am a railroad em-
ployee 63 years of age. I am thinking of
retiring soon. How can I go about
receivingen estiputte of my railroad
retirement annuity? Are the statement
of earnings forms the Board sends out
neeessary when I go to apply for
anituities? - G.B.
\kw can receive an estimate of your
railroad retirement annuity by visiting
your nearest district office (if the
Rallroad Retirement Board. There a
beard representative can prepare an
annuity estimate for you,, help you
verify your legal age and explain your
future.annuity rights and. obligations
later when y7R-factually retire.
If you can't visit . a board office
perssnally, or if there is no office near
your home, you should call or write for
information. Board representatives
frequently make trips to outlying area.'
to 4d persons in estimating benefits
and planning their retirement.
Tlitstatensents of earnings form BA-
6 t •RatIrOad float(' sends to most
of • are not imperative in
fig your bfka,$t may sim-




HEARTLINE: I was hurt in a water-
skiing accident and won't be able to go
back to work for about four months.
Can I get disability benefits from Social
Security for the months I am unable to
work? - B.B.
- From what You say it appears you
• would not qualify. Under Social
Security, you're considered disabled if
you have a severe physical or mental
condition which prevents you from
working and is expected to last t or has
lasted) for at least 12 months or to
result in death.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
were married for 16 years. He will start
Social Security benefits this year. I am
not 63 years old, and I have not
remarried. Is there any way that I can
draw Social Security wife's benefits? -
T. R.
You will not be eligible for Social
Security 'wife's benefits during 1978.
Under the present Social Security law,
a wife must have been married to her
husband for 20 years before being
eligible for Social Security benefits.
However, under the new Social Security
law passed in December 1977, this
ruling has been changed. This bill only
requires that the marriage lasts for 10
years before the former wife is eligible
for Social Security wife's benefits. This
ruling becomes effective in January of
1979, so at that time you will be eligible
for Social Security wife's benefits.
HEARTLINE: I have a child who 
This 
is....
16 years old. i child was born out ot
wedlock and I have never married. His
father will start drawing benefits from
Social Security this year. Is my child
eligible for Social Security benefits
under his father's work record? -- I,.M.
The child's entitlement would depend
on such factor's as: In heritance rights
in his father's estate, the father's
acknowledgement of the child in
writing, a court's decree that the
worker was the father of the child, a
court order for support of the child by
the father or any other evidence of
paternity. Also, the child must be living
with or be supported by the worker. The
particular facts concerning individual
cases are all considered.
Bi 1)1e Th()ught
Saul hath slain his thousands and
David his ten thousands. - I Samuel
U:17. •
,• Even in praise comparisons may be
quIckenipg: There
j'should be ‘-udence in our com-
mendations. There is virtue in rejlitry.e..._
Sea-
skives should be recognized.
of one man and one woman *hereby the
two become one in the sight of God. This
tie LS not to be dissolved at will, or on
some purely legal ground.
Christ taught that adulterous
thoughts' and desires are sinful, and
God will neither overlook 'nor excuse
them. Adultery, which is a thing of the
heart, is revealed by a lustful look. Sin
originates with a thought and
culminates in a deed. To avert iiiffid
deed one must be careful not to think
evil or desire to do wrong. Evil
thoughts, impure motives, unholy
desires, and wicked ambitions hiddem-
m the heart will ultimately result in
overt acts of ungodliness, unless that
heart is regenerated and made clean.
Contrary to the notion of some that
adultery takes place only in the act
itself, Christ emphasized the fact that
this despicable sin originates in the
mind or heart. When the thought life is
not controlledby the Holy Spirit, it will
be influenced bY Satan. Lit as refrain 
from adulterous thoughts, desires, 'tux!
deeds.
. Exodus 29:14
When God established the institution
of marriage. He intended that there
should be one man for one woamn, and
that this relationship should be per-
manent. Faithfulness to each other, on
the part of both husband and wife, is
one of the foundation stones of a true
home.
This commandment, "Thou shalt not
commit adultery," strikes at an evil
which is growing with frightful rapidity
is seen when it is noted that death by
stoning was the penalty for it in the Old
Testament era (Deuteronomy 22:22).
John 8:1-11
While Christ was teaching in the asea
of the temple in Jerusalem, the scribes
and Pharisees, who repeatedly sought
opportunities to take advantage of and
entrap Him, brazenly barged into His
presence, bringing to Him a woman
who had been caught in the act of
adultery. These critics did not have any ,
compunction of conscience. about ex-
posing this woman to public
humiliation, if thereby they could use
her as a mare with which to in-
criminate Christ. They asked Christ if
the law of Moses (stoning to death)
should be administered in this case, Or
would He propose another rule by
which they should go?
They rejoiced in this opportunity of
presenting Christ with this dilemma,
but, acting as if He were ignoring their
question,He merely stooped and began
writing with His finger in the sandy soil.
When His questioners pressed for an
immediate answer, Christ stood erect,
cut through the tangled web of their
hypocrisy, and exposed their unfitness
to be sitting in judgment on the woman.
He confounded them by saying, "He
that is without sin among you, let him
first cast a stone at her." Again, Christ
stooped and wrote in the sand.
The humiliated critics withdraw
themselves with the least notice
possible from others. Standing erect
again and observing only the sinful
-woman, Christ said, "Woman, where
are those thine accusers? hath no man
condemned thee" She replied, ''No
man, Lord." Then the merciful and
compassionate Saviour refused . to
condemn her, but urged her to repent of
her sin and commanded her not to
repeat her sin. He wanted her, and all
who read this story, to know that by the
grace of God Ain can be forgiven, ind
that sinful habits. can bejovercpme
through the power of God. The way in
'which Christ dealt with this woman
caused her &Taws to drop the case
lest they incilminite theinselves. Pven
though she had been guilty of a terrible
OIL Ou'ilf proved. .thal..atte_saa






Did you know the United Nations has
joined forces with the dogs, birds,
chickens, rabbits, cows, horses, cats
and like in the world?
Yep  
Read it in the per just the other day
while watching TV. The Universal
Declaration of Rights of Animals,
adopted by the prestigious U.N.
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, begins with the
resounding words guaranteed to stir
every sensible creature on the face of
the earth. I quote: "All animals are
born with an equal claim on life and the
same rights to existence."
Shortly after I read the story and had
a good laugh, I dozed off to sleep only to
be awakened by our cat.
"Uhhhhmmmmph....Whaaaaa's
going on?" I mumbled, tearing my
sleep-sogged brain away from a dream
about a big game safari in Africa.
"Did you read this' story here in the
paper?" my cat asked. Her paw pointed




Pictured is a beautiful young adult
female shepherd who desperately
needs a home. She is great with
children because of her gentle and quiet
nature. She is very patient and un-
derstanding. Even though she is a
shepherd, she is small and can live
either outside or inside. She is neat and
clean and doesn't eat very much so she
would not be expensive to keep. Please
come to the Animal Shelter at 105 East
Sycamore Ext. and take her home with
you. (Tel. 759-4141)
Animals at Shelter
1. five week old beagle puppy, lemon
spotted
2. two part German short haired
pointer puppies, 8 weeks old, one is
black and white and the other is
chocolate and white
3. two part miniature collie puppies, 7
weeks old, brown and white with black
markings
4. seven black shepherd collie pup-
pies, 7 weeks old
5. male adult shepherd, brown.
6. female adult, shepherd, brown
7. male black and white spotted
hound
8. male hound type dog, black with
white on chest
9. female adult collie type, brown
10. male peel beagle-dachshund,
black and brown
11. male mixed breed, small, black
12. female brown and white hound
type
13. female shepherd black and silver
14. female Lassie type collie, tri-
color, long hair
15. Male yellow cat
18. male gray and white cat, about 6
months old
17:fernale part persian, black
19. two female adult cats, black.
19. Beautiful calico part-persian.
M. male black kitten, about 10 weeks
"Ya. I scanned it over. Now go flea
yourself and let me go back to sleep," I
grumbled.
"Now you just hold on a minute
Angle. I happen to agree with some of
the stuff in here," she said. The cat
jumped into my lap and waved the
paper in my face. "I'm gettin' sick and
tired of you tellin' me what to do. I've
got rights," the cat snarled.
"What rights?" I demanded. "All-you
do all day is loaf around the house,
meowing and griping about your 'food."
"You're as crazy as some of your
readers have told me Angle. You know
good Ind well I keep all the mice chased
away from this house. And I only gripe
about my food when you serve liver.
You know I hate liver."
"Well then what are you beefing
about then cat. Go outside and chase a
dog.s
"You go chase a dog," she said,
waving the paper in my face. "Now you
listen. It says here that 'no animal shall
be exploited for the amusement Of
man.' Remember the time you got all
the belly laughs when you threw me
into the baby swimming pool? And I'm
sure your readers would like to hear
about the time you dropped a brick on
my tail..."
"Now you hold a minute cat," -T
retorted. "You know that was an ac-
cident. Besides you only lost a couple of
inches off that tail of yours. Now get
outa here ana aon't cenyacne to me
about rights. I've got rights.. .a right to
sleep in peace for one."
"Okay. Have it your way. You'll
come around," the cat said -IMth
vindictive tone in her voice.
She left and I went to sleep again only
to be awakened by a commotion out-
side. I opened the door and what looked
like a hundred cats and dogs of all sizes
jumped, leaped and clawed their way
into the living room.
I ran for cover. "What the thunder is
going on here?!" I demanded.
My cat stepped forward. "Have you
ever heard of animal rights Angle?"
I nodded in the negative.
"My friends and I here feel we have
rights. Life! Liberty! The pursuit of
happiness!," my cat shouted. Cat hoots
and dog hoorahs sounded in the room.
"We're tired of 'being trampled on,
treated as second class citizens by
man! Another round of yahs and you-
tell-'ems went up. One dog growled and
looked menacingly at my leg.
"Hey, look," I pleaded, "I didn't
• know it was this serious. Let me
apologize. Is there any way I can make
all of you comfortable?" They all sat
down on the couch, chairs, the floor. A
dog asked for a round of Cokes and
chips. Another wanted a pillow.
"Hey, can you flip the channel, we
want to watch Lassie. And how about
serving some cat food to my feline
friends here. Don't serve any of that
stuff with liver in it either," my cat
said.
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10 Years Ago
The Golden Pond Baptist Church,
located in the Land Between the Lakes
Area, has been disbanded by
acquisition of the Tennes,see Valley
Authority, and the money has bow
donutette
Kentucky.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Martha
Brown and Leon Hicks.
Odelle Vance, Mirrgaret Mae
Waldrop, Jessie Shoernandter, Madelle
Talent, Doris Rowland, Rubye Pool,
Vivian Hale, Myrtle Wall, Laurine
Doran, and Betty Vinson-of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club attended the 30th Fall Roundup of
Districts I, II, III, and IV held at •Ken
Bar Inn.
Mrs. Maxwell D. Sledd, missionary to
Nigeria, was speaker at the meeting of
the WMU of the .Memorial Baptist
, Church.
Births reported include a boy,
Charles Eric, to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Knott on Oct. 15.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat the Middle Ten-
nessee State Blue Raiders by the score
of 35.to 13 in a football game.
20_Yeam Ago--
Dr. Huiti-F. Oakley, Leadership
Training Chairman of Four Rivers Boy
Scout Council, said that training op-
portunities for all leaders in Cub and
Boy Scouting and Exploring have been
scheduled in the three districts of the
council.
The Blood •River Baptist Association
will hold its annual meeting on Oct. 22
at Hazel Baptist Church with the annual
sermon by the Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles,
and on Oct. 23 at Lakeview Baptist
Church with the doctrinal sermon by
the Rev. J. Frank Young.
Frankie Jo Clark, Murray Training,
Nita Gale Patton, Hazel, Nancy Baz-
zell, Kirksey, Judy McNeely, Lynn
Grove, and Peggy Cleaver, Almo, are
district officers of the Future
Homemakers of America and took part
in the district meeting held at Mayfield
High School on Oct. 18.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat Morehead 34 to 6 in a football
game played at Cutchin Stadium.
Officerscf the Hazel Senior 4-H -Club
are Frankie Brandon, Shelia Cooper,
Lynda Irvin, Mike Charlton, Nancy
Scull, Martha Paschall, Pat Parker,
Max Parks, and Donald Wisehart.
30 Years Ago
Popcorn growers decided at noon
today to recall their pickets who had
prevented delivery of popcorn to local
buyers. An advisory committee of the
Popcorn Growers Association is in
session_ with a state expert this Af-
ternoon'.
Emma Sue Hutson has- been named
alumni secretary at Murray State
College by Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
presidentao fill the vacancy 't rested by
the resignation of Mrs. George Hart.
A total of $250 was collected by
Murray Girl Scouts on Oct. 16 during
the annual forget-me-not campaign.
The money was turned over to Outwood
Hospital to help disabled veterans.
Mrs. Mary Ed McCoy Hall, head of
the Art Department, Murray State
College, was granted a leave of absence
due to illness for the remainder of the
semester by the Murray State Board of
Regents.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Ruthless" starring Zachary Scott,
Dianna Lynn, and Sydney Greenstreet.
Today.In History
Today is Friday, Oct. 20, the 293rd ')
ay of _1978. There are 72 days leftin Ust
year. -
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1918, Germany se- ).
cepted U.S. terms to end World War I :
and ordered German submarines , to E
their home bases. s -
On this date:
In 1740, Maria Theresa became ruler
of Austria, Hungary and Bohemia. ;
In 1873, impresario P.T. Barnum
opened the Hippodrome in New York to ; _
house the "Greatest Show on Earth."
In 1941, during World War H, a state ;
of siege was declared in Moscow.
In 1945, Arab nations formed a lague -
and warned that creation of a Jewish
state in the Middle East could lead to
war.
In 1964, former President Herbert
Hoover died in New York at the age of
90.
In 1971, it was announced that West
German Chancellor Willy Brandt was
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
Ten years ago: Jacqueline Kennedy
and Aristotle Onassis were married on
his private island, Skorpios, in the
Ionian Sea. •
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon dismissed Special Watergate
Prosecutor Archibald Cox and Deputy
Attorney Generpl Wilbam Ruckelshaus
and Attorney General Elliot Richard-
son resigned. because of the firings
One year ago: A civilian government
in Thailand was ousted in a bloodless
coup by the military junta that had
Installed the regime one year earlier.
Today's bitthditys: Former baseball
star Mickey. Mantle is 47 years old.vw Tel-firlrlia-chlift.WlutniAt Alt
Buchwald is 53.
 lbstughtiet
people to make a ~RI Douglas
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LIMITED QUANTITIES
















An oxford or loafer of im-
itation leather: handwhip-
peT-momp__Spil tri-
co! lining, low heels.
Teens and ladies sizes
to 10.
MENS, BOYS & YOUTHS
SPORTY JOGGER /
it 
77IWO EEC TO 7.99
Ifiipe clean vinyl uppers with
.sporty stripe triTh, comforta-
- te padded- colTar and- cush--
ioned insole,' sure grip saw-

























Fl-egant glass serving bowls in






















Adjustable . . . for longer lasting






















Longwearing. with natural rounded toe.
"D'' ring fronhite. Warm plush lining Pad-
ded collar Thick, grooved bottom Teens
and ladies sizes to 10.
-
21-PC. SAE OR METRIC




Set include', seven 1/4" and
seven 3/8" sockets: spinner
handle, adaiiter, reversible
, ratchet handle, spark plug




































A FUR TRIMMED & B. LEATHER-LOOK,
UNTRIMMED, 39.66 14.66







Attractive cardigans with 2
pockets and button front
Stripes and space dye
stripes. 100% acrylic, 7
gauge Fall fashion colors.
Sizes S.M.L
.411
2 for 100Reg to 69c
13 varieties to choose !mom
• 
Bel.:Air.Shopping Center_ _
9-9 Mon..4aL Of FrWig
1-6 Sun.  tom Opportunity Employer • 753-11,77
 samoommIUMita ••••massmunisimpOsizp.v”nemaars..“,..1*, aranscr.ar
DOOR MIRROR
2 9 7Reg. 3.88





VALANCE . . - 2-.-97-
SWAG 522
Enchanting rattle hem curtains of 50.
fortrel polyester(SO% Rayon Machine
washable WI Gold Brown Of 8IUt
•







Bibles 8. Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books












•Complete Arrtorairtic Yrumaitssioa Service
•Froot End Akgarieent
•Carap3ete Inte-tie Repair Service













UtItROYAL Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Bloch of S. 12th
Phone 753-1484110S Pease
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
















togging Wor S 10pm.
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Morning IkinMp 11:00 Ain,
EvenmgWardip 6.30 p.m.
GRACE sornst
Sunday School 9 45 CUL
Morninvweratup 10:45 a .m





iarT BAPTIST  
11:00a.m
EvenInglisedelp 7 30 p m
INNIIRIAL BAPTIST
MorniegRefalip 10 Sam
Evenly/Warship 6 00 p m
NOM. CARMEL MISSIONARY
liandagIfiership 11 00 a m
RaNiegissueldp 7:00pm
• RIR IlArT1ST
1011140110NINge 11:00 a m.
p m
OM, MIER
INNiaderallforstap 1103 a m
anisktaWorship 7 lop m
RAI GROVE
Moiniellorstup 11 10. m
Evening Worship II 45p m
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11102.m










&6 00 p m



















'Cr Ski lied 1,11 Pontoon Boat Rental*
COLD WATER
Morning Semces 11:010a m
Evening Services 11.00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morrung Worstup 11 00 a rn.
Evening Worship 6.30 p m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship II 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
ONSTWUT STREET GENERAL
Aseaday School 10 00 a m
Iliendeg Worship 11 00 a m
/ARMOURY BAPTIST
10 00 a m
11.00a m & 6.00pm





St. AIM BAPTIST OVUM -
Remit Wenhip • 1045a.m
N a m
, 7:10p.m
BAPTIST 010101Kentucky rritd Clarke'
"It's Finger lickin" Good"
Try Ow Dokiwis &oaf and Wm seisewistws




South 12th St. Murray













7 5 3-7 1 7 5
Morro, 's Most Complete Deportment Store
Stokes Tractor & MIR
•77- Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.


















7 00 p m
Christian
TUT 01111111TIAM
Worship ferikes 10:45 a.m., 603 pm.
MURRAY OINSTIAN FELLOWSINP
Worship 10. 30 a m
Bible School 1. 30 a sn
Evtrung Service 6:00p.m
01010101 MOS OIRIST
Of LATTER om SAINTS
Woodman of Work! Bldg.
Sixiday School 10-45a.ar
Evening Service 4 30 pi:ri
ST. Lb O CATIOLK
CNURCII
Sunday Masa a m .11 a m . 4 30p m
Sat irday Mass 6 30 p m
ORMAN Mina
Farmer Ave 22117Ithalt , Murray, Ky
11:1111 a.m. Testimony meeting
aleind Wedleseidoy S p.m.
JSVAwS WITINSSES
10 30 a m
Lectwe 9.30 a m
ST. MOWS EPISCOPAL
=pgeftiodar
11 00 a .m
9 45 a m
111111111111111 LIFTMAN
Mornin=10 r In In • m
Sunday 9 15 a m
MIMI DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath Sr-Finn! Sat 10 30 a m
Worshiprviv Sat 9 11.m
Maar yea ever three. • 104.161. Yes. the water and sisals
• a• the ripping apnea is ....--eamise eirel«. The Ione
et (lain aim pekes. kir 11 w. Isaki
weed I.e•ensiebraira. ars*. One rinse IA,. ipso&
arra'. tel. MN IM•11,0 NO& • daillsrassra. L.irey••• vea eve
tier near len deinged ear pirnian's M. it dames whore
has as sell ••4 iiallarses•ibeW.simaliesellips ale•••••••
• N Amu see Orriailia es. billisinas the ilk el *am
far rimained Ilea jest s,ike‘gislige aniarie elpples far








Morning Worship 10. 30 a in
Evening Worship 6 00 p m
NM PLAIN
Bible Study 10 a in
worship Service 10:45 stn. & 6 P.m
Wed. Worship - 7 NP-In
WRIT 11111111AR
Morning Worship 10:30 a .m
Evening Worship 6:1111pm
UNION GROVI. . - -
Morning Worship 111:Nain
Evening WorshIP - 11:00
swami a POMO
Worship Service 10.40a in.
Evening Worship 6 00 pm
NOW COSICOltO




Evening Worship COS pan.
SECOND STREIT
Morning worship 10.46 am.
Evening Worship COO p m.



























10 CO a in.
10 Sam
Sunday I.
10 00 a m
11 00 a m









Sunday School 9:45 am
Morning Worship 1045 a m. '
NYPS Worship 5:15 p.m
Evening Worship 6.00p in,
Wednesday Worship 7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Sunday School 1.0:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5-30 p m
MN P.S Worship 5 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 6 30 p.m
Presbyterian
LIBERTY CUMBERAMO
Sunday School 10 00 a in
Worship Service 11 00 a m
NORTN PLEASANT GROVE
Slinday School 9 45e.m.
Worship Service 11.00 a.m.
OAR GROW . 
Swedsy School 111111am.
Wwehip Services 11 a nt .7. pas
Ilionlag
Dissige, PLEASANT
11 00 a m.
7.00 p.m
OW PRESITT IRIAN
ChirchSebool , 9 30 a m.
Worship Service 10 45 a in.
Pentecostal
ALSO NOWT
Morning Worship 11 00 m
Evening Worship 7 30 p m
11111TI0, INN COIKORD
Striday School 10 00 a in
Worship Services 11 00 a m .6 00 p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday Scbool 10 00 a m











IONTIKO, 310 1111/ MI AWL
.Sunday School N. 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:09pm
INNARDS CNAPEL • --
Sunday School 10.00 am
IfaniipService 11:0Ra.m
teliging Worship :- • . 710 p.m
• FIRST WITS
ti Worship 10 CC siiii.-&7:00 p.msdlialnurs. 7:00p.m











Kerne/ ailisteder-Groulie Mop- New Wager.
rep limality Used Cars
Plies. 753 •446
Randy Thornton Service Co.
a« C entlaseasni,14•40svp-C•raeserviel lief neratien
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
liiny Tot Dal_gare
•
I weaned   Rt. 4 - 753,1717
6 30 5 Mpm







Tom Complete Tire Service Center






Buy. $41, Almo, Ky. 15343511
lady t."1"-Ch"'" - ---:--- _ - Iota Joaos-MocionokA, _ _
Paintsires-e 7U-35T
1./Nel/PS VIRECIER SERV Ki
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Service d Sales Parts
94 East 









Flowers For All occasions
Funeral Arrangements - House Plants
500 N. 4th-753-3251 -753-8944
Love is Love's Reward'
Captain D's,
seafood
111 N. 12th 753-9383
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship 10:00 a.m
Sunday Schi 1100 sin.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 11:00 a.m.














Sunday School 10-00 am
MNIPTIDOICE VIRTU
Suzinay School _ 10.60 a .m
Mona( Worship 11:00 a.m
OUST OWED




Seen* Worship 7:00 p.m
: COLDWATER VIRTU
WorWhip Service 11 00 am 1st k Ind
Sunday, 10 00 a .m 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10 CO am 1st & bid Sunday, 11:00
a.m. 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL WISED
Morning Worship 10: 00 a .m.
Sunday School 1100 am
FIRST METNOEXST
Worship I• 451i 10.50a.m
1053115 CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10.00 a_m
Morning Worship I1.00a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9 45 a .m
Church School 10 45 am
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 am
Evening Services Worship 6 30 p.m
COILS CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 111-00 a m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Worship 11 00 a.m.,6:00 p.m
MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 1000 am. 1st Sunday &
11 -00 a.m. 2n1 Sunday • Sunday School
11:00 a.m. 1st Sunday - 10:00 a.m. Ind,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
RT. CARMEL -
Worship Sennce e.m. Ind Sundey. ,
11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services 10:45 a.m
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship 9,30 a.m.
Sunday School 10 :10 a .m
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 6 00 p.m.
MOOR'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m
2nd & 4th Sunday Night 00 p.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 43. m
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
Evening 7 00 o in.
STONY'S COMM UNITED
Stride y School 10 00 m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B Sears, Gen. Manager
Ste vine brevet, , Mar shall, Carlisle Counties is I y and
Newry Co , raw
753-4351 or 247-4350
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
' Famous Ftsh Dinners-
itwrIllystAarora
Ph. 4744262
lintsen Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertlizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933















The.u.sinessman I TO lee
For Vine Printing" 753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Gish Prkes for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nohow Ells, M. E. W. Ovtlend, Sept.
Phone 753-11220
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners






Authorized Mercroiser Sales I Service
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
.+t  J. it.. „, 4/,„
Tops & Jeans For the Family
Nwy. AL Aortae - 474-11111
' Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
Fast Main Street 751-3540
Kentucky lake
Oil Company
10111HIS Of SHELL 011. PRODUCTS
Merry, Serving Callaway Gre••11
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THE MURRAY STATE DEFENSE, which has limited opponents to seven points the last two
games, faces East Tennessee in the Racer homecoming game at Roy Stewart Stadium Satur-
day. Battling against Middle Tennessee last Saturday are Bud Foster (43), Bruce Martin (third
from right), David Reagan (52) and jeff Gardner (71).
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
gwin 40Ccthes
OFHCE PRODUCTS,  INC,- - -








Toyota & GMC Trucks
So. 12th 753-4961












East Tennessee • 
K)























Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.
Jeep V.AMC
79's Will Be Arriving Soon!
C-17, C-J5, Cherokee, Wagoneer Trucks,
























, Southside Manor 753-8339
Hours:
8 a m..til 11 p.m. Sun -Thurs.
8 a.m. til Midnight - fri & Sal
Breakfast Served 8 aen to 1030 am















701 Main Murray, Ky. 153-5213
Before Or After The Game





















"The Car Care Specialists"
"rif So. 12th 153:0595
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Tyrus Brown (31) prepares to throw a block for Danny lee Johnson against a Middle Tennessee
defender during Murray State's 33-7 victory ove. the Blue Raiders last Saturday. Brown is
second to Johnson in rushing with 243 yards. The Racers face East Tennessee in their
homecoming game Saturday. Staff Minus By Ton} Wilson
Western-Eastern Battle
Highlights OVC Action
• By the Associated Press
Television cameras will be
on hand Saturday when blood
rivals Eastern Kentucky and
Western Kentucky square off
to decide first place in the
Ohio Valley, Conference
football race.
And since the. _game is
traditionally played to the hilt
no matter the stakes, neither
coach thinks the regional
television coverage of the
'game will affect the players.
"I've had teams on TV a
couple of other times," said
Western Coach Jimmy Feix.
"I'm sure the players are
excited about it...but we're
going to play football."
Eastern's Roy Kidd adds:
-This rivalry goes back years
and years — back before
Jimmy and I played in the
OVC. I don't see how TV could
add that miathpiessure."
To the "winner goes the
spoils: undisputed first place
in the league and a leg up
toward winning the OVC title
and a possible postseason
playoff berth. Both teams
:bring 2-0 OVC records into the
game; Eastern is 4-1 overall
;and Western is 4-2.
In the only other OVC games
:Saturday, Tennessee Tech
isits Morehead in an attempt
o stay within reach of the
oleaders. In non-league'
-,ames, East Tennessee is at
urray, Delaware calls on
diddle Tennessee- and
Livingston-State is at Austin
Having - dismissed-- —tbe-
.14metimes intimidating factor
Feix and Kidd
are concentrating on the
...opponent's strengths and, to
.hear them tell it. lack of
-weaknesses_
; "Eastern's main strength is
that they don't have any
Yveaknesses," said Feix.
!"Their offense is well-
balanced and really awesome
in fact, it ranks first in the
OVC). They'll just grind it out
at you and they'll dominate if
you let 'em. Defensively, they
don't make any mistakes.
— -so," Feix surmises, "we'll
have to do what we've been
doing all along — only better.".
Not ,o be outdone, Kidd is
lavish in his , praise of a
Western team that has
rebounded remarkably from
last year's worst-ever record
of 1-8-1.
, "Western looks like their old
selves this season," said Kidd.
"They ran the split veer last
year. and now they're back to
the I-formation, which is what
they do best. Plus, that Hall
kid (sophomore quarterback
John Hall) has a year under




Racers To Battle In jury-Plagued East Tennessee
Br TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
When East Tennessee State
University announced- it was
- the Ohio Va41y
Conference for the Southern
Conference last season, other
member schools apparently
took it personally.
The Buccaneers, in their'
last season against OVC
competition, have been bat-
tered and knocked about by
Eastern Kentucky (494) and
Western Kentucky (27-21).
But two weeks ago, they
turned the tables on preseason
favorite Tennessee Tech,
mauling the Eagles 38-17,
So again Mike Gottfried
faces the task of entering an
OVC contest with little idea of
just how talented the opponent
is. "It's hard to tell, but I think
East Tennessee is the better
than either of the teams we've
beaten (UT-Martin, Middle
Tennessee) the last two
weeks," said Gottfried.
The Saturday Matchup at Roy
Stewart Stadium (2 p.m.) is
the homecoming game for the
Racers. Liisfrheason, Murray
edged Eastern Kentucky in a
24-20 thriller that forced the
Racers to score in the- final
minutes for the win.
"I think an indication as to
how good East Tennessee is,"
said Gottfried, "is that Ten-
nessee Tech score. "They beat
them by 21 points. We lost to
Tech by 10. That isn't a good
sign."
should be interesting. There is
Eastern tailback Dale Patton,
one of the natiOn's rushing and
scoring leaders, against
Western's Jimmy Woods. And
it quarterback, Hall will be
compared with Eastern's Bill
Hughes, also in his first year
as a starter. Hughes and Hall the two teams on almost even
are 1-2 in °VC- total offense' par. The Bucs have rushed for
statistics. 1,168 yards (194.6) and passes
Tennessee Tech, the for 968 (161.3),_ 101e_. the
Add to the bizarre scores the
fact that no less than 10
Buccaneer players that were
starters at the beginning of the
season are lost to injuries, and
one has a game that is totally
unpredictable.
Comparing statistics puts
Racers have picked up 1,287preseason title favorite now in
third place at 1-1 after a 26-21 oil' the ground (214,5) and 794
loss to Western last week, through the air (132.3). Total
would move into a tie for offense? East Tennessee wins
_second with the Eastern- by the grand total of 55 yards
Western loser if Tech can get —2,126 to 2,081.
past Morehead, 1-2 and East Tennessee quer-1-3-1.
terback Mark Hutsel has
Middle Tennessee, Murray completed 78 of 133 passes —
and Austin Peay are tied for an outstanding 59 percent —
fourth, and last place' with for 941 yards and four touch-
Morehead at 1-2 in the OVC. downs. But he has been
a
Calloway County's Randy Dawson (24) reaches for a pass in last night's freshman contest agair
st Reidland. The attempt failed, but the takers won 20-6.
:AIIMMOMINE111111MMI,
a 
is now open for business!
We handle all types of auto body repair. Backed by
12 years of body work experience, our specialty is-In-
surance work. If you have need of auto body work
come by and see our shop and let us give , you an .
estimate -y
Barnett s Body Shop
AIM BARNUT OV4 N1R-OPFRA TOR




By the Associated Press
'Leonard "Truck" Robinson
feels two factors will improve
his free throw shooting —
more rest and less thinking.
Robinson sank 13 of 15 free
throws, scored 37 points and'
grabbed ,18 rebounds Thur-
sday night, leading the New
Orleans Jazz to a 120-115
victory over the Boston
Celtics.
In .the only other game on
the National Basketball
Association schedule, the
Kansas City Kings beat the
Hou.ston Rockets 108-103.
Last season, Robinson led
the NBA in -rebounding and
minutes played, but hi S free
throw - percentage wa'S i
mediocre .640.
"Last year I couldn't make
some of the moves I wanted to
make because I felt! couldn't
• make the free throws if! got
fouled," he said. "After
awhile, some guys started
fouling me on purpose,
',because Ailey felt -like -4-


















































































touched for 10 interceptions.
Hutsel ranks 19th nationally
in Division I-AA with an
average of 13 completions a
gab* Eitt l tsvea the 
top candidate for quarterback
prior to the season. Jeff Davis
was injured early in the
season and will redshirt the
remainer of the year to retain
a year of eligibility.
Murray quarterbacks Mike
Dickens and Ricky Ray have
completed 45 percent of their
passes, but have tossed three
fewer interceptions. Dickens,
who missed last week's
Middle Tennessee game with
an injury, is listed as a
probable starter.
Jimmy Dykes is the leading
Bile rusher, averaging 62.6
yards a game on 65 attempte.
Greg Wilson, considered the
. top East Tennessee running
bad& was lost for the season 
;NC Injuifrig Iiiinee In the 7
Western Kentucky game.
Danny Lee Johnson leads
tbe .Ricers, as well as every
other bad( In therthrtferelice,
in rushing with 126.7 yards a
game. Tyrus Brown, John-
son's backfield . - mate,
averages 40.5. , -
Jim Dunnaway, the Racer
placekicker, has been moved
to fullback, where he will back
up Brown.
The key to the contest could
the Racer defense's ability to
limit Hutsel and company.
Murray has held it,s. last two
Akers Is Going
With Experience
By the Associated Press
Texas Coach Fred Akers
says he plans to open with
experience rather than youth
when his reighth-ranked
Longhorne take on third-
ranked Arkansas Saturday in
a matchup of Southwest
Conference powers.
Akers will start senior
Randy McEachern at quar-
terback rather than freshman
Donnie Little, explaining that
McEachern has "poise and
maturity, a settling effect on
what is already a young unit."
Akers added that Little
would see action for Texas, 4-1
• overall and 2-0 in the SWC, the
only loss having come at the
hands of top-ranked
Oklahoma. Arkansas is 4-0
overall and 1-0 in conference
play. —
McEachern came off the
bench last week to rally Texas
from a 9-0 deficit to a 26-16
victory over North Texas
State.
Arkansas Coach Lou Holtz
says McEachern gives Texas
more of an aerial threat.
"When McEachern makes
the big play, it's _ usually
'passing," said Boltz: -"Little
may run up there and hand it
tiithe receiyer."
No matter which quar-
terback is in there, Holtz is
prepared for trouble.
"People around the country
may be underestimating
Texas," said Holtz. "Their
defense is every bit as good as
it was last year. And except
for Earl Campbell, their of-

























Artheened Math Ileader Coate,
BARRETT'S ,
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St 4o.
net -75-3=9868-i
Other major games on the
schedule include top-ranked'
Oklahoma at Iowa State,
Syracuse at No. 2 Penn State,
No. 4 Alabama at Tennessee,
No, 5 Nebraska at Colorado,
Wake,, Forest at No. 6
Maryland, Oregon State at No.
7 Southern California and No.
9 Michigan at Wisconsin.
opponents — Middle and
Martin — to seven points,
thanks to a change in defen-
sive alignment.
After the Racers' 49-32 loss
to Morehead; the Murray
coaches installed a "wide-
First Downs
Rushes-yards








tackle six" format, switching
from the standard "50"
defense. That puts an extra
man on the defensive line and
has thus far confused the
opponents' offensive line.
Fullback Tony Lester and
defensive end Ricky Lanpher
will miss the game for the
Racers due to injuries.
Bill Shannon, Murray's 6-4
senior defensive end, will be
competing against his brother
Saturday.
Jim, a sephifinore, began
the season at offensive tackle,
but was injured. When he
returned to the lineup, he was
moved to the same position as
his brother because of the
injuries sustained by the Bucs.
OVC picks: at Youngstown,
Akron 21, Youngstown 14; at
Livingston State, Austin Peay
28, Livingston 12; at Bowling
Green, Eastern Kentucky 31,
Western Kentucky 21; at'
Delaware, Delaware 27,
Middle Tennessee 14; at
Morehead, Tennessee Tech 30,
Morehead 21; at Stewart















Murray 21, SE Wissouri 24
• 23, Evansville 9
14, Tenn. Tech 24
32, Morehead 49
21, UT-Martin 7












East Tenn. 3, Miss. College 17
' 21., West. Carolina 14
6, Eastern Ky. 49
21, Western Ky. 27
38, Tenn. Tech. 17
14, Furman 35
Murray High tacklers bring down a Trigg County runner in freshman football action at Ty Holland
Stadium Thursday night. The Tigers defeated the Wildcats 2111 2 in overtime.
Kentucky Central Life
is proud to announce the opening of
The Murray Branch Office
For The
Consumer Savings Division




4 door, blue velour in-































2 door, dark blue,


























) lineup, he was
sins position as
iecause of the
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They handle only choice guaranteed tender :•
, r: meat. 6,
. .. . .
• Why not celebrate MSU Homecoming with a
baked country ham from...




Mayfield After 5th District Crown
By MIKE TURLEY -
The Mayfield Messenger
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
What makes the Mayfield
High4School football team a
Opposing coaches have
failed_ to lind.the answer 91 The Cardinals captured the
times in the last 10 years. Class AA championship last
Jack Morris, in his 10th year over Corbin after falling
season,..is the latest in a long to The Redhounds t, the 1976
line of successful Mayfield titleAame. Mayfield also has
'itiotbalr WAY—won -fotir straight West
posted a 91-18-2 record. Kentucky Conference and
Racer Basketball Scrimmage
Set For Saturclay orning
Basketball fans will get
their first glimpse of the 1978
edition of Murray State
basketball- with a public
scrimmage at the Sports
Arena Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
Ron Greene, entering his
first season as head coach, is
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribars who irove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Times by 5;30 Mambo,-
friday or by 3:30 p.m. so Sew-
days are urged to WI 753-1916
between 5,30 p.m. awl 6 pa.,
Monday-friday, or 3:30 pa.
and 4 p.m. Saturdays, to inure
teitvery of thenowspopor.
must be placed by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Sotordowi
to guarenteedaftvery.
• already without the services
of two top newcomers.
Mike Diederick!-10
junior transfer from Henry--
Ford Community College in
Dearborn, Mich., and Harvey
ivicNeal, a 5-11 junior from
Phillips County e Community
Mike Diederick
College in Helena, Ark., are
out indefinitely with knee
injuries.
The Blue-Gold contest is the
first of several - public.




Be Brought To Earth By Dallas
By the Associated Press
Just when the Philadelphia
Eagles start to fly high, along
come the Dallas Cowboys,
perhaps to bring them back to
earth.
"There's some talk that
DallasAsn't as good as last
year, but I believe the
Cowboys are every bit as
potent as in the past. They still
have the same people," said
Coach Dick Vermeil, whose
Eagles own a 4-3 record in the
National Conference East and
trail the defending Super Bowl
champions by just one game.
"Of course, everybody plays
harder when they play
Dallas."
Philadelphia will have to
play harder than usual on
Sunday if it hopes to snap a
lengthy string of futility. The
Eagles haven't beaten Dallas
since 1974 and haven't won in
Dallas since 1965. The
Cowboys are favored by about -
nine points..
Sunday's other games are
Washington at the New York
Giants, Chicago at Tampa
Bay, Cincinnati at Buffalo,
Miami at New England, St.
Louis at the New York Jets,
San Diego at Detroit, Green
_Bay at Minnesota, Cleveland
.at Kansas City, Atlanta at San
Francisco, Denver at
:Baltimore, Oakland at Seattle
and New Orleans at Los
Angeles. Houston visits Pit-
tsburgh on Monday night.
Despite the Eagles' long
-losing record in Dallas,
Cowboys Coach Tom Landry
isn't taking them light/T.—
"They worry me," he said. _
. What should .worry him
more is the Cowboys' own
Showing In remit- games, a
loss to Washington and an
overtime struggle in St. Louis
against the winless Cardinals.
"We are flirting with playoff
potential but we just haven't
put everything togettieriiithe
same time," Landry said.
"We've .got to start running
the ball and get some
production from our offensive
line." .
Quarterback Roger
Staubach will set a Cowboys
Irecord for career pass -at-
tempts when he makes his
first against the Eagles. He
and Don Meredith have 2,308
apiece. Philadelphia's




The Redskins were knocked
from the unbeaten ranks by
the Eagles last Sunday. It
seems to be the Giants'
misfortune— to run into
frustrated clubs. A few weeks
back Dallas was ambushed by
The_Redgias, then New York
stumbled into Texas Stadium
and absorbed a 24-3 pasting.
Further, the Redskins have
lost three straight to the
Giants.
Oakland, . tied with DenVer
at 5-2 atop the American
Conference West, will be out to
present John Madden with his
100th career victory as a head
coach.
St. Louis, already deep in a
hole this season, tries to dig its
way out with, young Steve
Pisarkiewicz at quarterback
in place of injured Jim Hart.
The Jets are also without their
No. 1 quarterback, Richard
Todd, but Matt Robinson has
guided New York to victories
over Buffalo and Baltimore in
its last two games for a 4-3
record, more victories than
the team achieved in any of
the last three seasons.
Driver Nilsson Dies
By the Associated Press
LONDON — Swedish Grand
Prix racing driver Gunnar
Nilsson, stricken with cancer
nine months ago, died today at
London's New Charing Cross
Hospital.
Nilsson, 2r who, worked-
until the last hours of his life to
raise funds for an anticancer
campaign, is the second
Swedish Formula I driver to
die in the last six weeks.
He was to have led the
British Arrows team this year
before the extent of his illness
emerged.
















Class AA .District j. Chigil-
pionships and currently boasts
a 19-game winning streak, the
state's longest.
Morris,. meanwhile, has
collected a stHng of WKC
Coach of the.Year honors and
Last season was named the
Kentucky High School
Football Coach of the Year by




in Class AA, have run
roughshod over seven op-
ponents this season and share
the District I lead with
Caldwell County and Ni. 3
Heath, their opponent Friday
night.
A multi-faceted, - well-
balanced offense has enabled
--Mayfield to roll up a 221-44
scoring edge this season.
Sophomore Marcus Moss, a
5-foot-8, 150-pound halfback, is
the only backfield starter this
year who did not play on last
year's team, but he has been a
welcome asset.
Moss leads Mayfield In
rushing and scoring with 883
yards and 11 touchdowns.
He is complemented by
senior halfback Greg
Hawkins, who has rushed for
667 yards and seven touch-
downs, and senior fullback
Jeff Jacks& with 257 yards
and eight touchdowns.
Senior quarterback Jeff
Boyd runs the offense and
controls the air, having hit on
34 of 61 passes for 562 yards
and seven touchdowns.
Boyd quarterbacked the
Cardinals to the AA title game
in each of the past two seasons
and passed for over 1,000
yards each year.
On the line, only senior all-
WKC end David Rlyatt, the
recipient of three scoring
passes, returned from last
year's starting line-up. The
rest of the offensive and
defensive lines were com-
pletely rebuilt.
Morris credits a number of
things for his success, in-
eluding "a- dialcated hard-
working stiff of easistan
coaches, a good supply of local
talent, a winning tradition.
city-wide support of tht
Mayfield football program




undefeated this year, the
freshman squad has lost just
one game in, three years and-
the junior varsity hasn't lost
since 1969.
"This is a big football
town," Morris said. "We're
fortunate to get the strong
support we do from a town this
size, and we've been lucky
enough to develop some good
kids. We believe we've
established a good program
here through the years and
we've got a lot of folks who
don't mind spending the time
and effort it takes to keep a
strong program like that
going."
Few people can argue the
point.
Murray Frosh Edge Trigg;
Lcikers Top Reidianct 20-6
do it. •
Calloway an 8-0 lead that stood
Todd Rutherford scored on through the first half.
feur-yard-ruitiate-ift4he-fettrth--=—
quarter to send the contest Reidland tallied q y in
into overtime. Trigg had the third quarter to pull within
scored in .the first quarter to 8-6, but Kirk Starts scored off
assume its 6-0 lead. tackle from three yards, and
The Tigers were given the
ball — first and 10 on the Trigg
10 — and a chance to score on
four downs. Rutherford
rambled in from the two on
third down, and Murray took a
12-6 lead.
But Trigg, given the same
situation and four downs to
score, also scored, -forcing
another sudden-death series.
This time, Darren Hooper
tossed a six-yard strike to
Randy Halley, the two-point
conversion clicked on the
same combination and the
Tiger defense held on Trigg's
possession for the victory.
Both area freshman football
squads captured victories at
home Thursday night. Murray
High nipped Trigg County 20-
12 at Ty Holland Stadium,
while Calloway County
whipped Reidland 20-6 at Roy Lakers 20, Greyhounds 6
Stewart Stadiurn. Calloway's Tommy Work-
The details: man scored from four yards
Tigers 20, Wildcats 6 __put cc the Laiters' first
The Murray frosh, coupled possession and the winners
with the varsity's 6-0 victory were never headed in racing
over Trigg County two weeks to their second victory.
ago, made it two ma row. But
it took a bit longer this time to
Workman scored oh the two-























with a stainless steel
heat exchanger that re-
turns 609'c more heat
than a conventional
built-in fireplace. Duet,
work and fans availablA





works hard to_save you
money.
MIMIC











I ii  Cc•NTEP
1313 Poplar Benton Kentucky
Earl Birdsong teamed with
quarterback Kyle Cardinal for
a 35-yard touchdown pass play
to seal the victory.
Laker coach Freeman
Dallas credited excellent
defensive play from linemen
Rodney Honchul, Don
Hargrove and Tony Hendon,
as well as from linebacker
Kevin Kernell.
"That line was in Reidland's
backfield all night," said
Dallas. "They were constantly
putting pre.euire Oa their
backs.
-Calluway,-24,- and- Murray
High, 2-4, clash at Holland
Stadium Thursday in a game
that closes the season for both
teams.
wotemeseissame=
Murray State's Bill Shannon watches during a recent Murray
State game at Roy Stewart Stadium. The senior defensive end
and his teammates face East Tent essee Saturday in the
Racers' homecoming game. Shannon's brother, Jim, plays the
some position for the Buccaneers. .Staff Photos By Ton) Wilson
Shidler Says He's Ready
To Practice With Cats
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Jay
Shidler, a junior guard with
defending national ehampion
Kentucky, says he is anxious
to put hielroubles behind him
and concentrate on basket-
ball.
"Everything's straightened
out now," Shidler said before
Thursday's practice session.
"There aren't going to be any
more problems.
, "I thought about leaving,
'but it would really be a big
mistake. I Wake up to the fact
that it would be one of the
biggest mistakes of my life,"
he saicl.
ghidler had a falling out
with Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
because the junior reserve
had been miming classes as
well -as for not -dying "some
things he was supposed to do."
The problems surfaced
during Monday's picture day
when Hall ordered the team
picture to be taken twice —
once with .Shidler, once
without_
Hall said he excluded
Shidler from one of the pic-
tures in order to motivate the
6-foot-1 native of Lawren-
ceville, Ill.
"To tell the truth," said
Shidler, "I really didn't think I
was going to have my picture
taken at all. It made me feel
better that I wasn't put out of
the picture altogether."
What caused the. trouble
between Shidler and Hall?
"I've just had some inside
and personal problems that I
haven't been able to cope with
very well," Shidler said
without going into specifics. "I
realize now ,the mistakes I've
made. I've got them
"They've been very faie,"
he said. "I had the problems
and I made the mistakes, but




October 20th Through 22nd
Schedule Of Speakers_lk Services
*Friday, October 20 -1:30 p.m.*
Jay Lockhart
*Saturday, October 21 - 7:30 p.m.*
W. W. Heflin Jr.
*Sunday, October 22-8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m. & 6 p.m.*
Bill Threet
*Sunday, October 22 - 2 p.m.*
Singing-Josiah Darnall-Director
*Sunday At Noon*
Dinner On The Ground
Everyone Is Invited
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Schedule for The Week Of Oct. 21-Oct. 27
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4...
WTVF-5 - wrsi-s KFVS-12
coo-Setawarkia,
6.00-Ciikea's Ger. Ills






5:3S- AO. MA ,-
In25-hirai Signe ::
4:311- Lead sof Lad





. Cu -varesw. S0nR






g Allf,:lja-gr Wjel-.- KM-.
' *Mob
9:011- Sceeby's AM Star













,- 420- Fen C 5
034-40411110 - - `'
.0:30- Marko
ICU- lbefft
11:111G- Fab . Femeies




11:00 -Unbend Sr. 11' 1K - Cr"
-







4 :00- Lenereace WA
7:00- Carter Co.
730- Apple -














7411 -Cartes Co 130 Dennis 4:00- Dennis& Ouster lor
Me
IL 00 - Lore teat





1000 - News -
1015- News
10,30 Football
11:30 Juke Om _ 
- -12 00 News
200 - Smith 11 lone
300- TBA
4,30 _ poises wormer

















530 - Ne ws
640- Malt Vasa
7:00- Rhode













9:00- Se. of Justice










2:30 - Sign Off
9 00 -- Sword of
Justice
1000- News




1130 - Nash. on the
Rd.
t2:00- Good News
12:30 -- Price is Right
1:00- With This Ring
1.11 News
. -
'• TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
mallie
WIIIIE-2 -*tit-LT-. WSM-4 WT11F-5 --WPSD-6 KF113-12
6:00 - End Women
6:30 - Illile Dept.
7:00- Worship „
7:30- Anteling Grace
0:00 - Little Ilescels
0:30- Three Stooges _.
1:30 - Res Ilinnberd
-10:30 - Wowintont lap-
11:30- Cop,t`' News
Conf.
:120- Issues 8. Any
Meson
7:00-- Don Young ,












6:30- Veg. Soup43-S 
7,00 - Med Finn
.1,-30- Cow. Worship
1:00 - lane
11:30 - Day of Disc.
:00- Gospel Show
9.30 Dint. in Faith
10:00- C Is Pencoest










930_ Two livers Baps,







0:30 - Poetical Dove.




11,00- Moot ffi° Pre`s





7:00 -- Human Dins
7:30_ Nereid




10:30 - Foce the Nation
11:00- Tins is the Life
11:30 - Football
m Jornmy










1 1.00 - wrote* -
12.00 Nes lit
4:30 - Aes, ARON
;00 - Col. Football
-3' X/ ---"k1nrknn
6:00- Hardy Boys
7-00 - Bettie Star
I 00-- Movie
10:00- News




100 - Hee Now Sp_
900 _ Lifeline
10:00 - kcene at 10
10:30-Movie




5:30 - WTVF Reporte,
6:00 - 60 Min.
7:00- Rimy
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10:25 - Pastor Speaks
Itv.0:3 --Whiel 0f FOr-
- f It -pike ssir40-
10:30-Lee. of Life
10-S5-News
11.:00 - Young t
1L31- Feast, Fitlidl
:011-bige af IGO
11, 30 -Ityme' s Nip.
12:00- All My Child.
1:00- 01141 Life -
2:00-Gee. Nespital
3:00 - Few! Pages
3:30- tattle ef the
Planets 1
4100 - 6 Matson 5 Men





4:00e F • Modern Aimee.
ac










3:00 -Tem 8. Jerry
3:30 I Smite
frfeiMis31:1113 Min'
11:00 - 'I o•ng IL
Restless •
 11:30 -Sew& for Toon.
12:00-Tel ibis Truth
12:30- Wed/ Terns




11:00 - Amer. Alive
12,00 _ mews








11:30- Smirch for Tom
12:00-Farm Picture
12:30-World Turns




4:00- Little Rascal!:5:00- News







600 -Same et 6
4:00-N 
4:30 - Addams Natty
5:00- Carol 8. Friends
5:30- News
4:00- Partridge Isteg.



















2:15 - News wretch
WSIL-3





































6.30 -- Public Affairs
7:00- *KIP Sr Cin
?:30-People
11:00 - M' A "V N
11:30- Ono Day




TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNSE-2
1,00- Nappy Days
7-30 - lateree 8. Shirley
1.00- 3's Company
8'10 - TONI 4










7:00 - Nappy Days












































WSM-4 • ',. WTVF-5
4:30- Newlyweds
WPSD-6 KFVS-12









100 8 Is besegh
800 Charts' Angels: 
9-00 - VIOL' -













10 30 Mary Tyler
Moore
I 1:00 -- Movie
12:15- 11•06
1:30- News
6:30 - Nashville Mos.





6:30 - Moppet Show
7:00- Bogs Donny
1:30 Fat Alert
- 1:00 - Movie
10 00- 12 Reports
10 30 - Movie
12:30- News
.-
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2


















7 00 Protect UFO
$00 %Mc!
R'°° W I I






8:00 Naweli Five 0
9:00 looteby Jones
.10:00--News














•6 30 Worts/ of Alt -
700 moo..
0:00 Noweii Five 0
9:00 lemony Jones
10:00 • 12 Reports
-ht 10:30 - Movies
12,00 seen
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
100 WNGE- Penni 0 Z morn,
I Movie
10-00 Newswincli • -










'4:15 - News ..- 4g, yg . Ness
-1-00 Denny 8. Movie
tog movie
10-00 sews













6 30 Newlywed Genie ,




















6 30 Match Geese
7-00 *legit Show
8 00 Incredible INN
9 00 Flying Nigh
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Friday, Oct. 212
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
"Otto of the Silver Hand" By
Howard yle, part 5 of 8




Jazz Band and MS
Combo in this Hometoming
Behind the Legend. Toscamni
conducts von Weber's
overture to Der Freischultz
and . Elgar's 'Enigma
_ Variations. Interview with
- Eugene Ormiuidy.
7 p.m. Bruno Walter
--Legacy. I. Walter conducts





10 a.m. Folk Festival U.S.A.
The New Harmony Festival of
Traditional Music from south-
western Indiana, a three` day
celebration of American folk
song, dance and instrumental
music.
1:30 P.M. Homecoming.
Pregame show with Sports
Director Duncan Hart,
followed by Racer football. series of his piano works, is
with East Tennessee at 2 p.m, --used to explore Liszt's work.
Sunday, Oct. 22.
3 p.m. Toscanini: The
-----T- a.m. Nifre-iiir ToisTi
Meeting. "Livable Cities,"
with Father Geno Baroni,
Asst. Secretary of HUD, and
Wolf von Eckardt, ar-
chitecture critic. of the
Washington Post.
6 p.m. -Adventures in Good
Music. --Years of
Pilgrimage," a title which









5 : 30 -"lElifF 
6:60 Advances 14.11611-
cine & Health 
6:30 Sign-off
**Remote




Oct . 24 Oct . 25 •
Sfrea-on Sion-on 
7:
Sensing : A Down to Earth Use
of Space Satellites." A report
dealing with die background
and future of satellite-
collected data.
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. "Can You Name
Hirri?"- Listeners are invited
to identify a famous master by
his compositions.
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. Beethoven: Piano
Concerto no. 4 and Hoist: The
Planets; Georg Solti, con-
ductor.
Wednesday, Oct. 25.
9 a.m. Options. "Mahler:
The Man and His Music."
7 p.m. NBC Short Story.
James Michener's "Scut-
tlebutt."
8 p.m. New York Philhar-
monk. Vaughan Williams:
Fantasia on a Theme by
Thomas Tails; Mozart: Piano





Afternoon Afternoon A ntiirrioon
Devotional Devot I once). Dev•-t tonal
Human Ladles 'T/taV 'Wen"
Dimension • Alrana,
POCVS FOCIIS POCT'S 
FENS 11 "lEiS 11 FE, ts 11
Tishingtcn De- Panorera 39 sturri:i.”
bates: 'file future Outdoorn
of Urban Centers: A Changinrr
What are the Pol- Society
Ice tions?
























Oct . 26 •
I. 'Irkvor ""elvin Henley
2. uurray Anal s Club , Kenna rienart -est i'rentat ton o' the
Haizt ed House
'NU Roliti cal Scientist , rtene, fare' eld




1. Book '3eview: "1 Ice Cohen .
. Shopping.. F3asket
3. Terry .s'trieter, .History in Perenective
• 1.  Econord.st Try, 
2, Siena Alpha. Iota, Sing-o.-OTIN!




I a.m. Options. ' 'Machines."
The aesthetics of machines,
how they work, ind why some
people love them.--
6 _ p.m. 7-"Keyed to
Baroque." A survey of some of
the highlights of compositions
written for Baroque keyboard
inot(umooto. r-4AdVgniUreS 311-
Good Music) •
10:30 p.m. Live coverage by
NPR of the first concert-
performance of Carlo Maria
Giulini as music director, of di
the Los Angeles Phahar-
monic.
OCt. 27 Library Ci'fIrset
2. RoCert 3rockhoff, TPranuel Tuthenn Church
3. Laurie Beatty, "5"t.1 "Iews v•tor •
Fs= o owncH rnEnu 
The menus for the various
lunchrooms for both the
Murray City and Calloway
County School Systems for the
, week of Oct. 23 to 27 have been
released by Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor, Murray













vegetable soup and peanut
butter sandwich, lasagne. A
salad bar and a variety of___




with chili, cookie; Tuesday-
hamburger, pizza, ice cream;
Wednesday-hamburger,
turkey and gravy, rolls and
jelly; Thucsday-hamburger,
tacos, chocolate cake; Friday-
-hamburger, roast beef
sandwich, vanilla pudding. A
variety of fruits and






beef and -gravy, green beans,
creamed potatoes, rolls and
jelly; Wednesday--toasted
cheese, green peas, fruit
salad, cookie; Thursday-
hamburger, french fries, fruit
gelatin, cookie; Friday-tuna














vegetable beef soup. A variety-
of salads, vegetables, bread,
desserts, ice cream, milk, iced
Lea, lemonade, and an open




hamburger or pizza; Tuesday-





fish sandwich: Milk and a
variety of fruits, vegetables,




All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Pri-as In Town.
:Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's -
New Ted Nugent' "New Jessie Cotter
New Dovod Allen Coo- .111CiCk Sabbath"
_
We have o limited supply of Ste Beatles. "Sgt. Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club" and Rocky Horror Picture Show. ..
-The.s t Sete( fron of Topes and's/bums in this oreo
World of Sound






Murray- _ Mayor; Melvin
Hentey - will be featured
Monday afternoon (Oct. 23) at
5 p.m. on "Focus," the daily
variety program on
Channel 11.
The mayor will ,discuss
current topics of interest
concerning the city of Murray.
The public is invited to call
the television studios that
afternoon and direct questions
to Henley. ,
The telephOlie number is
762-4661, and operators will be




NEW YORK (AP) - A
diary on the bedroom desk in
actor Gig Young's luxury
apartment was open to Sept.
27 and proclaimed in big
letters: "We got married
today." Nearby, Young,
clutching a revolver, lay dead,
his bride's body sprawled
beside him.
In the next room stood the
gleaming Oscar the handsome
veteran actor won as the
fasttalking dance marathon
pitchman in "'They Shoot
Horses, Don't They?" -
marking what he called the
"greatest moment of my life."
' Young and his 31-year-old
wife of three weeks were
found shot to death Thursday
night - the victims of what
police said was an apparent
murder-suicide.
Police said the 60-year-old
actor apparently shot himself
in the head at about 2:30 p.m.
after killing his wife, Ger-
manborn Kim Schmidt, in
their midtown Manhattan
apartment.
Their bodies were found on
the bedroom floor. A .38-
caliber snub-nose . revolver
w a sTrilltiung'Sfia nd.
Police said they had no
explanation for the deaths,
and that no suicide note was
found. There was no sign of a
struggle in the apartment,
which was undergoing
redecoration.
Young, who played the
debonair sophisticate in
scores of movies, once
lamented that his career had
never brought the leading
roles he desired.
"I was always the leading'













LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Serviceluitt Our Business"
IT WILL PAY you To SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
R
R toi [al it R V R
HOW MUCH WATER
•SHOULD YOU DRINK?
All living cells of the body function in a fluid
environment. This fluid is steadily lost through the
gastrointestinal and urinal tracts. More is lost by
perspiration and through the lungs. 11 must be
replaced because the skin cannot absorb moisture
from the air no matter hos* humid the day.
The body usually functiows best if two quarts of
liquids are taken in each day. One quart is considered
the minimum. So estimate how much you get each day
in coffee, etc., and drink additional water to help keep
you healthier.
•
"A GREAT MANY PEOPLE ENTRUST US with their
prescriptions, health needs and other pharmacy R
products. We consider this trust a privilege and a duty
May we be your personal family pharmacy "
SCOTS











































































































































































be submitted by 12









GOD LOVES AND-WANTS to
neip. you. can. 131We Facts,
759-4600_
REFLECTION STYLING is
now open every day except




1978 7:30 pm. Open Air
Gospel Meeting, Murray
Calloway County Park Field
No 2. Gospel singing and
preaching by Bro. Richard
Holt, assisted, by Bro. Carl
Kelleher.
We now have the -
--Love Studio negatives.
If you had pictures
made at Love's during
the ̀ past 25 years, we










































































Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
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contact Holman Jones, 2.17 S.
13th.,phorie 753-312II. 
S. LOST & FOUND 
LOST DOG. Small male,
dark brown, on Old Concord




THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT THE FARMERS
• EXCHANGE BANK, A CORPORATION PLAN-
TIFF, VERSUS TERRY SINGLETON AND
WIFE, JANIE SINGLETON; AND COM-
MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF
CALLAWAY DEFENDANT -
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the Sep-
tember 22 Term thereof 1978, in the above cause,
for the sum of Five Hundred Fifty Four and
69/100 1554.69) Dollars, with interest at the rate
of 7 per cent per annum from the 22nd day of Sep-
tember 1978, until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 23rd day of Oc-
tober 1978, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days., the following described
• property, to-wit:
Being Lots Nos. 836 and 837, Unit 111 of Ken-
tucky Lake Development Corporation Sub-
division as shown by plat of same which isxecor-
ded in Plat Book 3, page 35, in the office of the
County Court Clerk of Calloway County, Ken-
tucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Terry
Singleton and wife, Janie Singleton, by deed of
La Verne Labadie dated September 9, 1976, and
of record on Microfile in Book 156, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 8, Card 1039, in the Calloway County
Com t office, Nita ray, Kentucky.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bid-
ders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
• - Frank L.-Ftyan









given that the Fiscal
Court of Calloway
County, Kentucky, at a
meeting held on Oc-
tober 17, 197Lat the
-Courthouse inlMurray,
Kentucky, considered
and gave first reading
to an Ordinance
relating to the issuan-
ce and sale of




ber 1, 1978; and such
Ordinance was given
its second reading,





ce and sale of said
Bonds in stated form
and denomination, the
proceeds of which
Bonds are to be ap-
plied to pay the costs
of the construction of a--
new Calloway Middle
School for the County;
approves the Board's
appointment of Gingle
& Harms, 2111 20th
Avenue South, Nash-
ville, Tennessee 37212,
as the Architects to
prepare the plans and
specifications for and
to supervise the con-
struction of said new
school building;
provides for the
creation of funds suf-
ficient to pay the prin-
 •
PEANUTS
SOMEHOW I HAVE THE
FEELING 'arRE TRYING TO











WELL, I PON'T HAVE IT!
6.4.,S,..///,










CORA'S BROTHER AT MIDNIGHT THEY BROUGHT
7ICK3K uS TO A FANCY IN A STUFFED ANIMAL WITH









Part time female. Day
help wanted. Must be
18 years of age. No
phone calls. Apply in
person, but NOT bet-
ween 11 'a.m. and 2
p.m.
MATURE WOMAN TO' DO





Brights is now taking
applications for Part







medical assistant. Must have
some previous experience in
physician. office. Send
resume and reference to P.O.








products to sell on con-
signment. Please send
detailed information and
prices to: P.O. Box 32-F,
Murray, Ky. or call 759-4650 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
NURSE AID NEEDS work,
•
cipal of and the _ _ private duty by week or day.-No week ends. Call 753-16907--








on an annual lease-
option basis, in the
form of a Contract,
Lease and Option. The
full text of the Bond
Ordinance is on file in
the 'office of the un-
dersigned County
Clerk in the Calloway_i
County Courthouse in
Murray, Kentucky,





days or 759 1536 after 9 pm. '
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 





will until 11:00 A.M.,
C.S.T., on October 30,
1978, at the regular
meeting place of the
Fiscal Court- at the
Courthouse in Murray,
Kentucky, receive
bids on $2,150,000 of its
School Building
Revenue Bonds, Series
of 1978, dated Novem-
ber 1, 1978,, maturing
on November 1, 1979
through November 1,




net interest cost is 7-
% per annum. Legal





exempt basis. Bid For-
ms, Official Statement
and Official Terms
and Conditions may be
obtained from the
County Clerk or from
the Fiscal Agent,
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L.






. LOST & FOUND
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
MAJESTIC FIRE PLAC.E.,*
tar sale. Fsee standing, will
take 18 indtt logs. $125„ call
after 5 pm, 753 5910. 
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch




refrigerator in good con-
dition. Call 753-2907 afte‘....4
pm.
WOOD 'BURNING STOVE,
used one winter. Call' 753-
3229.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
BROWN VINYL RECLINER
and maple stereo. -Call 733- -
7791. 
SOLID CHERRY DROP leaf
dinette table and 5 choirs,
1125. Phone 41-4158 after 4
Om -
I We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge L Son, Inc.
less., Sta
17, VACUUM CLEANERS 
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1-
443.6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig-Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
can be arranged, call Martha





controls, by Shox S rock,
electric or battery op-
perated, $26.95, 39.99. and
49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
HORSE TRAILER, 2 horse,
new tires, good condition.
Call Earl Bassett, 4374299. 
SEARS GARDEN TILLER
and riding lawn mower, 1
push mower, all. needs
Stereorepair, oSc12nso5f 
console
er gctoo    everything.
con-
dition, $125. FM converter,




prods by Shox Stock, model
E 24, $9 99, model
$11 99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
22. MUSICAL 
,BALD IN IN PLQonct 
oroant, used planed. 1_0"ardo
Piano Co., across fron- 'ost ,
Office, Paris, TN. 
"USED BALMW I N spinet
piano. Practice pianos. Used
Organs. Lonardo Piano Co.
-Across form Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee." 
24. MISCELLANEOUS
4.500 BTU Gas furnace, ideal
for home or. shop, good
condition. Call 489-2542. 
26. TV-RADIO ' - 
CB RADIO, Ham eduipt
ment, Linears. Call 474-2748. 
FOR SALE: One pair of
Seeburg Disco Tec System
speakers. Two.. 15 inch
Woofers and or Altec horn
in each cabinet. ',NV for pair.
Call Phi Mu Alpe,a, 753-4550
or 753-7492.
27. MOB. NOME SALES
FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy,
3 BR, all electr irk washer and
dryer, side by side
refrigerator-freezer, range,
all new carpet, glass sliding
door anct air, S5000. Call 753-
,074 or 753-1877. 
TRAILER, 12 x 65, 3
bedroom, 2 baths. Priced haS
been reduced. Fox-Meadows,
753-3751. 
10 X 50 MOBILE HOME in
excellent conditon. On choice "A
shaded lot in Baywood Vista ,
on Kentucky Lake. This -
home is set up and ready to --
move into. Immediate' 
possesion: Contact Bobby
Futrell, 753-7060 days and
753-2394 nights ' 
8 X 32 TRAILER, needs
repairs, $500. 111 ft. cabin
cruiser. 55 hp Evenrude
motor, $1500. Call 759-4592
after 9 pm or 753-0757. ' 
1978 14 X 70 ELECTRIC. Like
new, see at Fox Meadows B
2. 436-2711, $13,900. 
28. MOB. NOME RENTS
2 BR TRAILER for rent at
Shady Oaks Tr. Ct. Call 489-
2533. 
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753-
3280. ' 
TWO 3 BR TRAILERS for
rent. Call 753-0757. .
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no over night travel_
Excellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1-
247.6867, Mayfield, Ky., 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
through Friday.
We ore now suiting insurance
on mobile homes, with 3 dif-
ferent companies. For best
rotes contact Wilson In-
surance end Real Estate, 302
N. 12th - 753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used 9
or 10 foot disc. Call 489-8376
after 5 pm. 
AVACADO GREEN
refrigerator. Good condition.
Call before 3 pm. 753-8473.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
AIR COMPRESSERS for
sale at Dill Electric. Murray
Drive Inn Theater entrance. 
BROYHILL COUCH. A
maple table with two leaves,
six nice chairs and a Tappan
• range. Call 753-3768. 
CORR ELLE Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains, 3/6 inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
/0 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wall pipe 6" X 30", 517.88.
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
CRAIG 8-T-RACK, TAPE
Player, AM FM radio with
two 14 inch speakers. $45, cal
759-1134. 
CONSOLE STEREO, with 8-
track tape player. $150. 1350:
BTU airconditioner, $50. Call
759-1915. 
FIREPLACE IncloSures
with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FIRE WOOD, $20 per rick,
delivered. Call 753-1609. 
FOR SALE, used rsturant
equiptment. Call 753-6955,
ask for Morris. 
F̂IREWOOD FOR SALE
Call 436-2758.
FOUR ET Mags, Unalug,
two new snow tires. Call 753-
6825. 
LADIES RABBIT FUR _
COAT, size medium, perfect
conditiion. Call 759 1972. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
WILL GIVE SOMEONE
firewood to cut wood for me
• 7534957.
FOUND: Jacket and watch.
Contact the Shoe Shack to
dentify. 759 4795. 
FOUND-SET OF KEYS at
entrance of Kroger perking ,
lot. Owner may have by
identifying and-paying for •
ad. Call 753-5397 from 8 4.
6. HELP WAtITED 
DENTAr ASSISTANT. No
previous experience
necrlsary. USual 4,, day
work week. Write resume of
work experience and please
gist03 reterien4zes to P.O. Box
12 E,Murrfy, Ky. 42071.
X-P-ER ft 114-C E-0 AU TO
ROOT repairman. Call 753.,
• uin
„fh
Now taking applications for all
positions. Personal interviews
only.
1977 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, sun rostf,all'the ex-
tras.
1977 OldsmobileCutlass, 4 door, double power
said air, low mileage, extra clean.
1977 Pontiac Trans Am, black and gold, all the
extras, sharp.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, all the extras, extra
clean
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon Coupe, extra
clean, all the extras.
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Coupe, extra clean.
1975 Pontiac Lemans Coupe, double power and
air. new car trade in.
1973 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door, clean, new car trade
in
1972 Chevrolet Caprice Classic, 4 door, all the ex-
tras, new car trade in.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass S Coo*, double power
and air, new car trade
1972 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, extra clean, new
car trade in.
1974 Pontiac Lemans Coupe, double power and
air, sharp, new car trade in.
SOME DEMONSTRATORS LEFT
AT BIG BIG SAVINGS
V Et PURDOM
Peirtiew • Oedema
-Satisfied Customers Are Owe
Main concetn-i
1406 West Mein - 733-1313
Help Wanted
Now hiring f(ir:







No Phone Calls Please
 'vinelloatellealle111111111110111111•116. 
•
c3F,M011. NOME RENTS 
$14:EW 42 X 65, 2 gR mobile
itionne, aii electric, carpeted,
;vv. nouse -type furniture,
•-Wintrar -till and air, 150
- deposit, $150 per month Call
753 2N7 
-10.X 55.2 BR mobile home on
ito oil heat Cat
Lkikiiiit dr i t• frosts.. tlyworr tit , 19;6 •
1000 'ALES OF HAY Good.




*otikATERS • Electric. Mal-
"Dews 1000 w , 4 stack, 631 99
siin Hardware, Paris, TN
NG Automatic wood
eters $159 95 Wallin
:*rizildware. Paris, TN.
:MEW RED, MAJESTIC free
*Standing fireplace Clean out
"trap, heat shield and fire
brick $300 value for $200.
an 713 1/04_ 
32 APTS. FOR RENT




trINICE PRIVATE carpetednished rooms, gas heat.
Ctric cooking and air Call
7400 
HOUSES FOR-R-EBT
XTRA NICE 2 BR -house
h diningroorn. Partially
rpeted -Also has 2 acres.
Pets COrrinlunity water,
Med at New Concord. $SD
;••,"aigaposit, $135 monthly 759
o:411059 after 5.30 
XURY HOUSE, $250 per
.1010rItho• 21 2 bath. garage No
loets. call 753-8333 
14 RENTIOR LEASE
SPACIOUS so ACRE corner
let for trailer between hwy 94
et and 280 near East
Rfeerlentry School. Wooded
Oda on west side of lot. Call-
7p-7405 after 5 pm.
10-: X 60 FOOT building,
suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1215








YARD SALE, Sat Oct. 21
from 3 3 1101 Story Ave.
-M4sca1lanaoLis items. _ _
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday at the House of
3.-rtillet out on 04 east.
Clothes and other items.
_
AKC RE STERED Tiny 
EToy Poodle puppies Call 753- AR YOU LOOKING tor a
DOBERMAN PUPS. AKC
registered Champion blood
line. Call 753 130 after 4.30
pm.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
$9 for grooming all breeds Of
rfleOluM a710 small clogs
October- 16 through October
30 at Suctstior y park.We
groom with Tender Loving
Care By appisintinient only.
Call 759 4140,9 to 5. Monday
through Friday. '
41. PUBLIC SALE It _ .-. -
BIG GARAGE and moving
sale Antiques, furniture,
dishes, etc. 1611 Calloway,
Fri. and Sat.
GARAGE SALE, Fri. Oct. 21,
3 8. Sat Oct. 22, 11-4. Girls
clothing Jr sizes 5 & 7,
Misses clothing sizes 10, 12 &
16, suits far older ladies, size
16, mens suits, pants and
shifts, some furniture. 1507
Dudley Dr.
5 PARTY -YARD SALE on 94
East, first house on r1ght out
of city limits. Boat motor,
vacuum cleaner, carpet
sweeper, typewriter and
small. appliances All kinds
and sizes of clothing and
miscellaneous items. Friday
and Saturday from 8-? •
5 PARTY GARAGE SALE.
14 mile past city limits on N.
641 Good clothing, all sizes.
Friday and Saturday.
3 PARTY RUMMAGE
SALE, Oct. 21, 8:00 till ? At
the American Legion.
Infants, chaldrens, men and
women clothing and much
more 
RUMMAGE SALE Satur-
day, October, 21, 8.00 till
3.00 Dexter Community
Center.
YARD SALE. Furniture :bed
spreadt, curtains, clothing,
nic nac's, something • for
everyone Fri., Sat. and Sun.
9 am ? Go 94 east turn at
Whites Electric, 6th trailer
on left
YARD SALE, Firday and
Saturday. Just past East
School, first gravel road to
the let t, follow. signs_
See OS to buy property or list your property with us
to sell.
Route 5, Box 215
Murray, Kentucky
2 mi Southeast on 121-Hwy. Phone 502-753-7333
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
;110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Brick and glass A Frame. Spectacular view.
Good waterfront - dock. Purchase at $57,500 or
lease with option.
Others tO $150,000
Prime Marshall County Location. 121 beautiful
surveyed acres. Extensive blacktop road fron-
tage. Very well care.' for land fenced and cross
.. A IP7(1111 nriew unri ntroor will finanprti
COUNTRY ESTATE less than a mile from the
Lake. Top quality ranch with a Spanish flair.
Heavenly spot with ducks on your own private
lake- No expense has been spared to put the best
available into every area of this hotly and
property. Exquisite decoX- professionally done.
Outbuildings include large 2 car garage plus a 2
car 2 story building for your RV or boat and a
workshop. Grow your own vegetable in the big
greenhouse - heated and air conditioned. Sits on 8
gently rolling acres. Home, buildings and
greenhouse cannot be built today for the asking
priceof $135,000 and owner will finance.
Stunning, lucrative Motel and Restaurant at the
gateway to both lakes. 23 units, swimming pool,
Restaurant In. top condition buildings,





SO2 154 1500 11590 I,i ISIS
WIN: be. 4,11144 249 Benton ly 47075
house in the county but are
on a tight budget? Take a
look at this two bedroom, one
bath house in Kirksey It also
has a living room, nice kit
chen and eating area. There
is a large garage with work
area ono for the fixer japers a
large unturnished upstairs
that could easily be made
into a third bedroom. Pcie
at SIS.,500. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222






Ph 901 ig279156.er 419-1713
South Fulton Tenn
WOODED 2 ACRES with
trafter...aole. sca.tic tank and
well, White rock drive_ Call
759.1088.
FOR RENT OR SALE
acre lot ready to move on,
city waler. $30. per month
. with option to buy Roberts
Estate, 3 miles east of
rey-c o14-7-513-745.
4FOR SALE BY OWNER: Lot
1 1 2 mile east of Murray, on
C1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc good road and 500 ft. of hwy.
 94 East. City water, no
"WE CAN'T HAVE A GARAGE SALE TCrestrictions, not in a subdivision. Call 753 7668 days
60 ACRES OF SALE in New
Providence community. Just
listed this farm which is all
fenced and cross fenced with
approximately 7 acres of
wooded land, 15 acres of good
bottom land and the rest in
pasture. Also on lovely
hillside is well and septic
system ready for hooku -1P
with traitor or new home All'
this at a realistic price • Low
30s. „Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753.1222. '
16 ACRES. WOODED, 500 ft.
county road. Call 436-2473.
Pack tonight and
ready for the weekend
in this completely fur-




Ma 114141400 416 5676
1/44753 1161
Peal ',Monty 153 1624
Dori Liam 753 1330
BRAND NEW CABIN-Rustic
cypress exterior. Living
room with beamed ceiling,
kitchen with stove and
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms and
1 bath. New carpeting,
furnished with couch and
chair, dining room table and
4 chairs, one set of bunk
beds, and curtains. This
cabin is insullated. Gpod boy
it S9,900. NELSON SNROAT
:CO. REALTORS, 759.1707.
PAY 'THE HOUSE INSURANCE, Mand 753 2391-nights.
LOTS-NEAR KY. LAKE.
Large lakeview lots T & M
Oak Park Manor, 130 down,
$30 per month. Call 136-2473.
3 BR 1, 2 STORY BRICK
House, sewing room, rum-
-pusroorrs, 704" Otive„ Adar
health center, downtown,





fast nook, fireplace, front
patio, 11 2 bath. Priced to sell,
539.950,Shown by ap
pointment only, John Pasco;
75312649 or 753.5791.
COUNTRY HOME: Extra
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air and many nice
features - Priced in mid 40's.
Located only. minutes from
city limits on Locust Grove
Church Road Priced
reduced Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1222 for
details
Professional Services
With The_ Friendly Touch' •
SOMEBODY WANTS
YOL'R HOME AND
WE have what it takes
to find that somebody
Experience, salesma-
nship, and knowledge
Want your home sold'
Call BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE - 753-
8080. Boyd Majors




located near the university
this home has fireplace in
living room and is nicety
decorated throughout with
attractive paneling-and wall
to wall carpeting. This price
is right for a fast sale in the
teens Phoyie today for all the
Inlormation KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. 
RARE FIND FOUND. Ideal
for restaurant or Musisbarn.
Its an antique general store
that's loaded with charac
ter.! wide stairway with
balcony and railing. Call







THAT LAST \NEE K TO PAY THE
MORTGAGE."
Income property, has 3 opts.
teased upstairs would make
another good opt with very
little investment can 753-
3263 for details.
One of the better homes and
form in Calloway County is
this 15 acres of bottom land.
3 bedroom, both ond hail
brick home. Coll for epoint-
ment 753-3263.
COMMERCIAL LOT ON S.
12th St. 1.61 acres with over
285 ft. of road frontage. Ideal
for franchise business. Hard





brick home, 3 bedrooms,
K itcrien, thrIng
with fireplace, 21,2car
carport, concrete drive, gas
heat 753 5496,753-7199.
BUSINESS FOR
SALE . . . Nationally
know food specialty







Estate, 105 N. 12th.
SEARCH AND SEIZE.
Search thru this business fbr
the many advlinntages it could
afford you d seize the
opportunity to make it your
own today.. business plus
fixtures and merchandise
Do yourself a favor - go look.
Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1192
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051
TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
sale at reasonable price.
Both lots for a total price of
only $6500 Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 153-1222.
Purdom & Thurman





Design for easy relaxed
living! Master bedroom with
sitting room and bath area,
den with fireplace, plus all
the necessities, localed on
large country lot perfect for








Let's go to the -point!
That is this excellent
lake front lot located
on a point in Croppie
Hollow. Yours for
$10,600.
Joe Nerve,' 136 5676
hog 711 443
bloto kith Smith 153
141,1 Inendori 153 1 5 1 3
Di,, Tucker /53 1930
REAL ESTATE 1 SEVEN COMMERICAL lots,
located at the entrance of
Pine Bluff Shores. all joining,
-In Business 
buy one or all. Starting atWolskop Realty •
Since 1956 
51,500. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR, 502 Maple, 753-
753-5646 
43-42.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
.3 BEDROOM, 3 BATH, -all
electric, central heat and air,
fully carpeted, large loft near
Ky. Lake, Call 436.2473. '
' Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
40 Wooded Acres of
Complete Privacy . . .
Large Private Lake,
stocked with fish. This
property is not far




See This N011'. Only
.$25,000. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
HOUSE, 1617 College Farm
Road, brick, three bedrooms,
one bath. Call 753.7909.
MUST SELL! 2 bedroom
frame house with full
basement All applianceS
and -draperies stay with
house. Good location at 602
Vine St Priced in teens. Call
after 4:30 pm, 753-9924.
1977 KAWASAKI 650, 51600.
Call 759-4104
1972 SL' 350 HONDA, good
condition, $325. Call 492 8102
after 4 pm.
1975 SUZUSKI GT-380, ex
cellent condition. /53-7853.
IL AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
1973 CHARGER. 'Power
stee-ring -6rakes, air, AM-
F M-Cassete, new wheels and
tires, $1450. Call 436-5366
after 7 pm.
at the







$2.00 - Children (6-12)
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
zo,,%alnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS ,Closed All Day Wed
Mandas -Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HIAR CUT 51.50 PRICE WAVE $1.25
FON NOSPRAI. & NOM CAM P110141 753 4013
*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HoSPII At SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
iHOLUST ER OSTOMY, PRODUCTS
CIDARlIttO HIM
Weslaco ceder home that hos
all moollern conveniences for
!Par Wound firing. Iles 3
bedrooms modem kitchen with
built ins 7 births carpet, heat
Pump lot cewtrol heat & air.
Good floor Sun 1 WV, "th•





Extra large year wound home et
Cedorling Milts This home hos
ouch -Flair" Hset you rust have
I. "see It to ballast Is "
Fireplace, large dining room,
wither, dryer, range,
refrigerate', compactor, dish-
washer. Nee. deck, lovely tee
pet, booutifally decorated We
can tnity say this home Ass
everything. Priced as 5110.000
:Louise Raker 753 7409
Prentice Dunn 753.5775
1972 BUICK LaSabre, extra
clean, best offer. Call 460-
COLLECTORS. tTEM 1971
Lincoln Mark ill, loaded
with equipment and in good





steering, air end good- tires
Can 75316211. 
1,970 CAMARO, good can
dition, new tires, rocket
wheels. 471•2326 after 5 pm.
1965 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille, 41,000 original
miles, One owner car, new
Mechelen tires, runs like
new, never been wreaked
original paint. Chance to own
new Cadillac. Call 753-5288
1977 DATSUN 81-210, air, AM.
EM stereo, custom wheels,
good- condition. Must sell.
Call 753-2/14 or 753-0389.
1969 DATSUN 510, 4 door,
Sedan, 1 speed, new tires,
$575. Call 753.8124.
FOR SALE: 1973 Cadillac,
white, 4-door. Phone: 753-
5561.
FOR SALE 1975 Grand Prix,
Call 435.1419.
1967 FORD GALAXY Con-..
vertable. Extra clean extra.
sharp, original miles, 1400.
Call 753 1406 before 5 pm or
759.1829 after 5 pm. •
1964 • FORD COMET,.
mechanically fair, has
bucket seats, blue internsr,
pratically new tires, $350.
Call 435-4585._
1978 FIAT SPIDER con%
vertable, air tape cassette,
very low milleage Call 753-
7646.
1973 MAVERICK, V 8,4 door
sedan, mechanically Al,
interior, white leather, very
good. Factory air, power and
radio. Town mileage, 18,
road 25:5695.,Call 436-5548.
1966 MUSTANG GT Con-
vertible, V-8, 4-speed, all
original with GT mag
wheels, $2395. Phone- 753.
3242.
1975 MAVERICK, 6 cyl.
automatic, power steering,
air, AM-FM stereo, delux
interior, new tires, one owner
car, excellent condition:-
45,000 actual mules, can see
at Phillip 66 Station at 5.
Points, or call 753-3571, 753-
8124 after 5 pm.
604 South lffb Street
Phone (502)753-7114
Murray, Koatocky 42071
1973. OLDSMOBILE 88 Delta
Royal, 4-door, power, new
tires, local one owner car,
35,000 miles, $1375. Call 436-
2427.
1976 OLDS AMEGA,
,automatic, small V-11, 4-door,




brakes, air, nice car. 36,000
actual miles, one owner. Call





long wheel base pickup, $100.
Call 492 8352.
SPECIAL Free air con
ditoners with purchase of
new 1978 Prowler Travel
Trailer. Arrowhead Camper
Sale Hwy. 80 E , Mayfield,
Ky. 1 502-247.8187.
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your focal Star Craft dealer,
Complete line of parts and
accessories Non-toxic
camper anti-freeze, 13.99 per
gallon. Located 4 miles from




small electrical jobs. Call
753.0762 after 5 pm.
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aliiminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1.
395 4967 or 1.362.4895. , 
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season startS. 753.2418
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser
vice calls or in shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




repair work by Cliff Heegel,
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
Call 759.4378
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. CuStom
Carpet Care. 189-2771.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving__
only sawdust and chips Ca
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435.
4343.
-FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ALL YOUR small
carpentry, concrete, pain
ling and paneling jobs call





spec if icattOns, Call Sears
7513.2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATION BLOWN -IN lax
Wm. ..save_on _Mel* high_
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estivaleS.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
CHILDREN KEPT in my
home MI or pert time. Call
7532701.
-LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and -gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
-C3eentWrill#414_4093-• 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient - Service,
call Ernest White, 7510605.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. 
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
or bats insulations TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz- Dry Wall





between .7"pm and T SO pM,
ask for Shelley 
WET 15 A SE MONT" --
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed, Call or write Mergers
Consruction Co. Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 1-
442.7026,
WILL BABYSIT in my home
days. Also ironing. Call 759
1275,
WILL BABYSITACH1L0, in
my home week days. Age 2-5





Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 21. Also born style, offices, cottages,
obile home od ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, ma-cat completely ready
o assemble up 10 24 s 60. Buy the best for less.
ENJOY THE WOOD STOVE in the family room
in the walk out basement, yard is fenced for
small children, 3 bedrooms, 112 bath, 1'4 acre lot
just off Hwy. 80. Immediate possession,
$37,500.00.
SOMBODY CARED- And it shows in this lo;iely
brick home located 1 mile S. of Kirksey.
large kitchen ts 
formal living room, den, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths and
double garage. The 2-acre lot has young orchard,
12'x12' storm shelter & storage building
-* •
HOUSEWIFE'S DREAM - Sparkling kitchen,
complete w/built-in microwave avert & trash
. compactor. Beautifully decorated, fully car-
' peted, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room, dining
room, 12x20 patio, privacy fenced back yard &
large shop wired for 200v. Located just off Hwy.
641 on Hwy 1346 in N. Callaway Co.
WHY LOOK FOR A LOT? - Buy this 2 year old -
1,440 sq. ft. double wide mobile home. New well &
septic system, underpinned, on approx. 5 acres
with pole barn & other outbuildings. Located on
Hopkins Rd. in NE. Calloway Co. $28,000.00.
BUILDING LOTS - 2 fully improved kits in sub-
division with nice homes. Just off Hwy: 641 & 464.
Approx. 100'x200'. each. Has trees & city water,
Package $5,500.00.
See these 2 completely remodeled 2-bedroom
homes on large lots w/heat pumps, new well &
septic systems. These homes are priced to sell.
ONE OF THE BEST constructed 2-bedroom
home arotuid. On 30 acres of good land, with barn
& plenty of outbuildings. .Being offered for
$45,000.00 in N. Calloway Co.
_
LOOK - GOOD COUNTRY HOME on approx. 12
acres. Blacktop Rd. near Ky. Lake. Excellent
community_ All fpr $35,000.00.
_ _ •- - •
BAYWOOD VISTA SUBDIVISION - Double
wide mobile home on 3 lots near Ky. Lake. Efas
storage building. Owner said, "SFI.I.'_'
APPROX. 75 ACRES near intersection of 131 &
Clear Springs Rd. 50 acres tendable, 3 stall tool
shed & stock barn, 1,000- lb. burley base.
$65,000.00.
COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL - Prime
location on tin. 94 East at edge of town; call for
more information. I-
27 „ACRES LOCATED V? MILES East of
Nitirray, with water on property. Woods and open
land, has been platted for subdividing. Call for
more information.
337 N. Poplar Street, Benton, Ky.
527-1468
Darrell Cope, Broker
Paducah 443-2312 Murray-Calloway 753-9625
Lynn Gunter 753-0932 Joe Carl Wyatt 527-7532
Sue.Wynn 52=444 Chfrtle ileffiery 474-2337
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When you add it




According to The Wall Street Journal, a home
is one of the best investments you can make. We
agree! Let us show you some of the lovely
homes we have listed Call today.
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587 T.C. Collie 753-5122
Looking for a 3 bedroom brick home close to the
University? One that is comfortable and in the
price range you can afford' WE HAVE IT!!!
The whole family will love the den-kitchen com-
bination. Say you Oave kids? The back yard is
perfect, even has a place to store those bikes and
the lawnmower. The price is a modest 8:17,500
We can even help you arrange fioancing.
South 12th at Sycamore
Telephone 753-1651
P.O. Box 381
Ronnie Peo 753-7261 Edna Knight 753-4910
_TMIarge Armbruster 753-5128 Putty Ftriff 753-6373
Ray Roberts 436 5650 Anna Requarth 753-2977
FOR THE AUTUMN
OF A LIFETIME
Move into this choice listing _in Canterbury
Estates Subdivision. This home will truly im-
press the most particular home hunter! Three
large, large bedrooms, formal dining room with
wood parquet floor, outstanding storage areas
including walk-in closet in master bedroom,
-.L.- lovely den with fireplace and custom-made
shelves. This home truly has all the extras, and
-- priced substantially below replacement cost.




Ph. 753-1222 .711 Main
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
All around this tree-covered, landscaped lot with
an all brick home. 3 bedrooms, lit baths, huge
kitchen and great room with unique fireplace.








RP on Uoilt•ge Fatly, Rd. Brick veneer, good
neighborhood. I block from M'St: Campus. Mid
30'c
Blackford House on 121 North good commercial
propert large lot. 3 Separate apartments ‘AoOlil
maYe good professional office building.
_. John Loftis 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-7249
Is your home overcrowded?
Are you wondering what to do?
Call a. REALTOR®
REALTORS® know that growing families need suitable
homes. . . that every family has a different definition of
"suitable," and that people can't always recognize
suitable homes when they see them. Sometimes you need
an experienced, imaginative, real estate professional to
point out possibilities you may have overlooked.
A REALTOR® is this kind of real estate professional. He
— or she — takes the time to study your lifestyle. . . pin-
point your priorities. . . narrow down the most convenient
neighborhoods.. . explain local econotnics and how much
you can realistically expect to pay.
The right size home is out there waiting for you. A
REALTOR® can find you the perfect fit.
Business property located at intersection of
Hwy. 4121 S. & 944 at New Concord. Building &
fixtures-large lot. Suitable for most type_
buSiness. New "roof & painted: Gas Pumps are
available. Priced In The Teens.














New listing in Oaks Estates. Three bedroom, twt
full baths on a deep corner lot. Fireplace with
wood box. Two sliding doors that open on large
patio. Kitchen has island with cooktop and
double oven. Beautiful hardwood floors. Central
gas heat, plus three car garage. Plenty of shade
trees and sveral producing fruit trees. What
more would you want in a home. Call for ap-
pointment.
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
• THE VIEW IS FOREVER! Wake up and look out
over the lake from this new 3 BR, 2 Bath home
located on Lakeshore Drive in Keniana Sub-







Farm, 3 ponds, well fenced, good grass, 6 miles
from Murray. Now leased for cattle. Good in-
vestment rent will almost pay for this farm. You
must see this one. Has roads on 3 sides ideal for
future development. App. 3 miles from very
• popular lake area.
Be your own boss. Established grocery business.
Owner wishes to retire, 2 apts. Rental clean up
shop that brings in $300.00 each month. What a
deal. Owner will finance to qualified buyer.
House and lot 1627 'Loch Lomond - three
bedroom, two bath, brick, lots of extras carport
and 2 car garage, central air and heat. —
Call us first for real estate We need your listing.
24 Hour Phones 753-5064-753-8298
Home Phone - Claude I,. Miller, Broker-753-3059
Home Phone - Gerald Carter, Salesrnan-753-8298
5th & Main - Murray, Ky.
235.84 
South 12th St
Large business lot on S. 12th St. 1.61 acres make
this suitable ft- most any type business. Over 285
-Ft. of frontage on 12th. Upon 4 laning, this may
be corner lot. Ideal for franchise business. Also
keep in mind that we are members of a nation-
wide network of real estate brokers and can
relocate you anywhere in the United States. We
have a toll free phone for you to use to make your
move smooth and easy. We also have nationwide
referrals into Murray, so if you are thinking of
putting your home on the market, contact us and
we will be happy to tell you how our service can
be an advantage to you.
"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS-
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 . Lou Ann Philpot.. 75314
" Nelson Shroat 759-1716















The Murra) woman was the
wife of Homer Farmer who
-died Oct- 18, 1956, and was a
member of the Seventh and
Papier Church of Christ.,Bork
Dec. 29. 1890, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late John Harris and
Maude Brown Harris.
Mrs. Farmer is survived by
four daughters, Mrs. Osro
(Estelle) Butterworth,
Murray Route One, Mrs.
Harding (Hattie Lee)
Galloway, Murray Route
Seven, Mrs. Mattie Lou Riley,
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Billy
(Jo) Tidwell, Murray Route
Two; two sisters, Mrs. Bonnie
Graham. Amarillo, Texas,
and Mrs. Mattie Mead.
Vernbn, Texas; one brother,
Clark Harris, Riley. Tenn.
-- -- The, deceaseff is also sur-
vived by 19 grandchildren, 54
great grandchildren, and 11
great great grandchildren.
One daughter, Mrs. Gertrude
Lamb, preceded her mother in
death in 1932.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the •
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Henry
Hargis and John Dale of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy,
Jackie, and Pat Butterworth,
Rex Galloway, Rodney Tid-
well, and Jerry, Edward. and
Carl Riley. Burial will follow,
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after seven p.m.
tonight Friday).
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The funeral for Mr. John J
Verdie ) Garland of Murray
Mrs. Chlora Farmer of Fiwn Route Three is being held
Terrace Lodge, Murray, died at two p.m. at the enamel
This nigehing at 2:10 ti.m. AO?* laYthe Blalock-Coleman
the Murray-Calloway County Funeral Home with Dean
Hospital. She was 17 years at Crutchfield and James Cooper
officiating Jerry Bolls is
directing the song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ruford B. Morgan, Herman
Roach, George Black, Ralph
Morgan, Chntaw Bled': and
Joe Adams. Burial will follow
in the Bazzell Cemetery.
Mrs. Garland, 88, died
Wednesiay at 2:25 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Almo Church of Christ.
Survivors include her
husband; daughter, Mrs. Bill
Champion; two sons, James
Elvin and John Eurie
Garland; three sisters, Mrs.
Mamie Adams, Mrs. Dixie
Pogue, and Mrs. Effie Adams;
one brother, Hobert Morgan;
eight grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
Howard L. Osbron of
Hamlin died Thursday at 7:50
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 67
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
engineer of the Chemtron
Corporation, Chicago, Ill., and
had been residing with his
brother, Otis Osbron of
Hamlin, for the past Pa years.
Mr. Osbron was born April
1, 1911, at Murray to the late
William Daniel Osbron and-
Sula Farris-Osbron.
-Survivors -- include two
brothers, Otis Osbron,
Insurance. 1 Hamlin, and Buron Osbron,
-mt—us-abour Hal/Shoe-1S; Art-t-- two sisters,
Recovery Mrs. Nell Burks, Des Plains,
Income — in:, and Mrs. C. R. ( Irene)
it helps provide Beacham. Bull Shoals, Ark.;
you with a two nieces, Pat Osbron, Bull
Shoals, Ark., and . Vivian
Hollars, Fort Worth, Texas;
three nephews, -Charles
Beacham, Florissant, Mo.,
:and Thomas and - James
'" Burks, Park Ridge, Ill.
--or The funeral will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Horne with burial to
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral borne after one p.m.
  Saturday.
THEHMOS1A1 It AILY CONT1101.1EI)
/1,M1 KNINC
Users report fuel savings
of 50 to 75 per cent!
Canada -C./or fuel hill ha, heen cut at 14•ir‘i
in half.- 'I enne.ssee. "My Ashley gives more
heat, far les.s fuel, with heated rooms every
morning.- Massachusetts: "My heating costjç
now nil." Cankda We are now ti,ing less
than one-third of the wood we used before
-Enjoy- rierien-dabli., inex
pensive, readily available firewood !any Isindi_
Install an Ashley and save!
The Deluxe Ashley Imperial, Model C60
I
i We can save you money on a new Ashley
I
Heater! We have been asked not to ad-
vertise price outside our own county. We








I. - ihry.11 West.
35".11in. From Murray






Chapman of 521 East North
Street, - Mayfield, ...atied-
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. at
Lourdes Hoapital, Paducah.
She was 66 years of age.
Survivors include her
husband; one stepdaughter:
Mrs. Charles (Anna Lee)
Henson, Hardin; two sons,
William G. Vann, Universal
•City, Texas, and Robert G.
Vann, Hickory Route One; one
stepson, George L. Chapman,
Mayfield Route Three; one
brother, Willie Powers,
Mayfield; five grandchildren;
three step grandchildren; two
step great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
James Tharp officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Maplewood Cemetery there.
•Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Friday ).
Final rites for Mrs. Ruby
Cooper Farris, widow of Cloys
Farris, were held this mor-
ning at eleven o'clock at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Talmadge
Jones officiating and Mrs. L.
D. Cook, Jr., and Mrs. Otto
Erwin in charge of the music.
Pallbearers were Jim
Thorne, Paul and JohnYurgil,
Tomothy Petito, Al Daidone,
and Bill Long. Burial was in,
the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Farris, 78, Tem-
perance,- Mieh., formerly of
Calloway County, died
Tuesday morning at a hospital
in Toledo, Ohio.
Survivors include two
aug CI 5, Mrs. Thomas
Petito, Luna Pier, Mich., and
Mrs. Rema Ostrancl, Union
Lake, Mich.; one son, Bobby




two step grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.
Oeui Carraway of Murray
Route One died Thursday at
10:35 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 84
years of age.
Mr. Carraway 'was a retired
farmer and a member qf the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Born June 26, 1894, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Thomas
Carraway and Fannie Wall
Carraway.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Fannie Mae
Bowen, Ypsilanti, Mich., Mrs.
Wilma Byers, Hardin, Mrs:
Ftheda Steele, Murray, and
Mrs. Bernice Pulido, McAllan,
Texas; two sons, Thomas
Carraway, Baltimore, Md.,
and Hugh Carraway, Rich-
mond, Va.; one sister, Mrs.
Goldie Holland, Murray; one
sister-in-law, Mrs. Johnnie
Elkins, Murray; 16 grand-
child'ren-;----24 great grand-
children.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Friendship
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the







will observe the Black
Lutheran Centennial, com-
memorating 100 years of
missionary work among
Blacks in America, with a
Vecial sarYiee at 10_1311 a.m.
on Sui4aY:Oci.-11---
The Rev. Dewitt P.
Robinson of Memphis, Tenn.,
will be the guest speaker A
potluck dinner will be served
immediately following the
serv,ice. All persons attending
the service are invited to Stay
for the dinner- according to







Carolina, in May 1930. He
continued his education at
Concordia Seminary, St.
Louis, Missouri, and in the
extension school of •Concordia
Theological Seminary,
Springfield, Illinois.
Since entering the parish
ministry, the Rev. Robinson
served congregations in
King's Landing, Alabama,
New Orleans and Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. From 1960
until retiring in January of
this year, he was pastor of
Calvary Lutheran Church,
Memphis, Tennessee.
In addition to his parish
activities he also served the
church-at-large in numerous
ways: as secretary, treasurer,
and then chairman of the
Louisiana-Mississippi Annual
Conference, and as secretary
of the Regional Mission
Board, These positions were
held in the Synodical Con-
ference.
In the Lutheran Church-
Missouri Synod he was vice-
president of the Black
Lutheran Clergy and is at the•
present time a member of the
Social Ministry Committee
the Mid-South District, the
Constitution Committee, and
The Black -Lather-an --Cen-
tennial Committee of the
Missouri Synod.
Although he is retired from
the parish ministry, he con-
tinues to conduct devotions in
Lutheran parish schools and.
Chief Cooper Speaks
To Local Kiwanians
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
discussed fire prevention at
the regular meeting of the -
Murray Kiwanis Club
Thursday night..
"More than 12,000 people die
annually in fires," Cooper
Tiaid. He emphasized the
importance of strict building
codes and all fire prevention
measures. He also told the
Kiwanians that Phillip Owens
is employed to direct fire
prevention methods in the
city. "Much of Owens' work
has been in inspecting new
buildings," Cooper added.
Vice-President Charles
Marcussen presided at the
_ meeting at Triangle Inn in the
absence of President Allen
Russell.
Prices of stock of local interest M
noon, EDT, today, furnished to Elm
Ledger Sr Times by First Pf Midges.
Corp , of Murray, are AS Mows
lx4uatsIil Average 421
Air Products  3994-54


































Africa (AP) - More than
onethird of South Africa's 564
immigrants in lute of this
year came from Rhodesia,
says Louis le Grange, South
Africa's deputy minister of the
interior. Le Grange says
thousands of people still want








Lutherc t isTowers,sou   s yan 0 homed  Bl ac for
the aged in Memphis, Ten-
nessee, and serves as a
speaker for the Lutheran
• CI::r
Centennial rallies.
In recognition of his faith-
fulness as a pastor for 45 years
and as a religious leader in the
District and Synod, Concordia
Theological Seminary
presented the honorary
Doctor of Divinity degree to
the Rev. Robinson.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
cordially invites people in tffe
community to join them in
worship Sunday morning.
OPfN HOUSI for the newirrernodeled facilities at the first Bantist Church will be
held as a part of the all day homecoming activities on Sunday, Oct. 22. Shown here is
the chapel which seats 150 and will be available tor weddings and worship services.
Other new facilities include the preschool suite, library suite, music studio, second
floor of Fellowship Hall, reception-secretarial work area, offices of four staff ministers,
and conference room. The cost of the remodeling program was 5124,844.98 and a
special debt retirement offering will be taken Oct. 29. Worship services will be held
Sunday at 10:45 a.m.-and seven p.m. with Sunday School at 9:30 a.m., Church Training
at six p.m., basket dinner at noon, and open house of remodeled facilities until 2:30
BAKE SALE
The Murray School of
Practical Nursing will hold a
bake sale on Saturday, Oct. 21,
starting at 7:30 a.m. in front of
the Youth Shop, 504 Main
Street, next to Peoples Bank.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.1.
Below dam 302.9, up 0.4.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.3,
up 0.1.
Below dam 304.3, down 0.8.
Sunset 6:15. Sunni.se 7 :09.
Auto Dealers - Garages
Texaco Oils Lubricants, Greases and prices'are
second to non. Try us, we deliver.
Texaco Plant






with BIG CASH REBATES
up to $8061 direct from Zenith to YOU!
The ROSSINI • 1094SE
Mediterranean Styled
Console Genuine Oak
wood veneers on top and
ends...Front and base of
simulated wood Antique




The YES • 1(2944M
Early American Styled
Console Maple wniirt
grained finish apr •
genuine Maple wood ,
on lop and ends Gailer
select hardwood solids f ront
and base of simulated
wood Casters
REBATE PROGRAM Join with us and Zenith' in this exciting double celebration by taking
full advantage of the big, Zenith 60th Anniversary Customer Rebate Program. You'll save
significant dollars on selected Zenith SYSTEM 3 TV models up to 86000 depending on
the set purchased. Here's how the program works Just buy any one of the qualifying
models, fill out the money-back coupon fromyour Zelliith. dealer and send the coupon
back to Zenith with your owner s registration card as your proof of 'purchase You'll get a
check direct from Zenith. Program starts Sept 4 and ends Nov. 1 1978
ag II 171
.?..5" SYSTEM 3
THE BEST ZENITH EVER1.
TR I -FOCUS J TRIPLE-PLUS 1 COLOR -SENTRY
PICTURE TUBE 1 CHASSIS
The sharpest Zenith Designed to be the most
picture ever' reliable Zenith ever,
Tho GRAMM:WS • 52526
Mediterranean Styled Console
9Vood-grained finish applied to
durable wood products on top and
ends Front and base of simulated
wood Dark Oak color (k2S260F)




The MOZART • K2522E
Transitional Styled Console
Antique Oak wood-grained
- applied to durable wood
products on top and ends
iont and base of simulated
wood Casters
Televisions are not a sideline lot us We devote ow lull time to sales and service of ow
electronic prodwts.
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Opening This Saturday!
In keeping with the celebration of our 22nd birthday, we invite
you to drop by and visit us at the Grand Opening of our new
Murray Branch. This branch is the TWIN of our newly opened La Center-Branc-h.
******************************************************
DATE: Saturday, October 21, 1978 *
(Ribbon Cutting
TIME: 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. ceremonies At 11:00)
PLACE: At The Corner Of 12th and Main St.
YOU CAN'T MISS IT! 
.1r*********** ******************************************************1
1st Prize: 32" Traditional Stereo Console AM-FM-FM
Stereo receiver with built in auto-manual 8-track tape
player/recorder
2nd Prize: Quasar Microwave Oven with a full gourmet
set of microwave accessories
3rd Prize: Sunbeam Mixrnaster ( Harvest Gold)
4th Prize: Hoover Vacuum Cleaner
5th Prize: Mr. Coffee Maker ( White)




Drawing will be held at
6:00 p.m. You do not (
c need to be present to
win.
1st Prize: Quasar 9" Portable TV-Black and White
2nd Prize: 26" AMF Boy's Bicycle Green)
3rd Prize: 26" AMF Girl's Bicycle (Green)
•
I • _











We were pleased to have had a
part in the construction of your new
11111 building..







SAI.1NGS AND LOAN ASSOC/AT/ON Oa t I )(
- MURRAY BRANCH
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• "TIME AND TEMP AT 12TH AND MAIN" — Home ederal has constructed a time and temperature sign al their
•el.41 • - I
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402 N. 12th 7533845
Murray, Ky.
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF PADUCAH
P 0 .80X 2497 • PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42001
1308 G. SHERMAN
PRIME/ENT AND MANAGING OFFICIEN October 20, 197_13 -
- To: OurMany Customers and Friends in Calloway County
Re: Formal Grand Opening of Our New Murray. Branch Office Facility
On October 21 at 11 o'clock, we will officially open our newest branch
office facility located at 1201 Main Street in Murray, Kentucky.
The Murray Branch office, with architecture resembling that of our
home office building at 1601 Broadway in downtown Paducah, is an acinvle
of tlEneanrdern buildings being constructed by Home Federal. These buildings'
are designed so that we better serve our friends and customers in --
western Kentucky.
Home Federal has grown to be the largest savings and loan institution
in western Kentucky and one of the largest in the entire state. We have
provided ample mortgage money to finance both new and existing homes in
our area, and also pay the highest interest rates allowed by federal law
to our many depositors.
Over the past few years, Home Federal has branched out  with new bt.ildings
- in other area's, and on September 23-ppened a nes4-modern ciffite-at La-
_ Center, Kembx:ky.
_
Through the support of ourldepositors and our borrowers, Home Federal
assets have topped the $88,500,000.00 mark---making it one of the strongest
and the largest---but still small enough to be extremely friendly.
The Directors, Officers, and Employees cordially. invite you to be our
guests at the formal ribbon-cutting ceremony at 11 o'alock, Saturday,
October 21. Please come out and register so that you will be eligible
for the drawing of one of our beautiful door prizes to be awarded at
6 o'clock.
Our thanks to you for helping to make Home Federal what it is today.
Sincerely yours,.
Bob G.- Sherman
BGS/wla President and Managing Officer
wow.
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The Security of A Nation Lies in the
Homes of its People





June 30, 1912 $31,224,186.61
June 30, 1973 $38,042,076.93
June 30, 1974 $40,388,605.81
June 30, 1975 -  $47,139,135.38
June 30, 1976 .$55,998,563.21
June 30, 1977  $70,301,283.92
June 30, 1978 $83,142,131.81
September 301 1978   S88457, 30.27
,New'Buikting HarBecerrik rewire,—
Board Of Directors For A Long Time
The new Home -Federal
headquarters building whicle
Was opened only two years ago
has been ''a dream of the




We decided to settle for
nothing less than a savings
structure that would become
the savings and loan showcase
of the South. •
Architecturally •-and prac-
tically our new building was _
  deS0gneCI • arolind the basic 
idea of convenience for the
customer, with ample parking
and easy access with our
entrances and exits, he said.





During the original: design
work done on the modern
building, Sherman worked
closely with the architects to
assure optunurn design and
beauty, consistent with the
practical needs of a modern
-Savings and loan institution.
The modern Gothic ar-
chitecture, perpendicular and
vaulted or arched from
column to column is quite
intentional. It expresses the
feeling of openness and
airiness. In a sense, it is an
open invitation to come in and
visit wad -do -business -with
Home Federal, Sberman says.
The vaulted-dome look nas
its roots in 14th Century
England. The Aite cement-
plaster was purposely
designed to conform with
other modern architecture of
Paducah, such as the City
Hall, according to Sherman.'
The liar plants, gaidens, and
tropical trees in the entrance
%flay are designed to "add
beauty and enjoyment for t
citizens of western Ke .
tucky," declares Sherman. •





and temperature control for
both the gardens and interkr
offices. Now, It has been a
dream of the Board et
Directors to expand Jour
services and facilities into
other parts of western Kerr
lucky, he said
On Saturday, September 23
a beautiful new building was
The Board Of Directors
HOME FEDERAI. BOARD OF DIRECTORS — Pictured above are the eight members of the Board of Directors of
Home federal Savings and Loan Association of Paducah. From left to right are Dr. Willard F. Chumley, radiologist,
Western Baptist Hospital; Marshall Nemer, Finkel's, Inc.: Noble Clark, retired banker; Ward Thomas, Economy Ap-
*ince and Furniture Company; I. Polk Brooks, Brooks Bus .Lines. Inc.; C. Winston Gholson, Sellers and Gholson
Masonry Contractors; j. B. Conn, Calvert City Lumber Company and Chairman of the Board; and Bob G. Sherman,President and managing Officers These men are very pleased to be able to place a beautiful, modern facility in
Calloway County and therefore, pledge their full support to help build a better and more beautiful community
First Organizational Meeting
Was Held July, 1956, Paducah
The first organizational
meeting of the Home Federal
Savings and Loan Association
of Paducah was held July.3,
1956.
In the beginning, the
association - secured- sub-
scriptions in the total amount •
of $2.50,000 and approximately
200 subscribers.'
The original board of
directors consisted ot ten
members 9 which through
resignation and death has
been reduced to the present
number of eight.
On September 20, 1956,
Horne Federal was issued_
Certificate of Charter from
the Federal Home Loan Bank- 7
Board. On December 14, 1956,
Home Federal was. issued its
Insurance Certificate by the
Federal Savings and ,Loan
Insurance Corporation.
Certificate of Membership
from the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board of Cincinnati also
was issued on December 14,
1956.
The first annual report was
published in January' 1957. It
listed savings account
deposits totaling 2370,103.15,
with the total number of
savings accounts amounting
a-za. "Five mortgage loans
were closed totaling
645,200.00.
As of September • 30, • 1978,
Home Federal assets stood at
$68,557,030.27 The association
has active savings accounts
totaling 17,116 and active first












Since the _association began
operations in 1956, Home
Federal has closed through
September 30, 1978,
$129,634,126.00 of first mor-




has been one of the leaders in
creating and financing the
housing industry' market in
western Kentucky and pledges
itself to continue being the






opened offieWally at La Center.
Now, on October 21 at 11 a.m.,
another beautiful new facility
will be opened for business at
the corner of Twelfth and
Illaia-Streeta tn Murray. This
exact location is the busiest
intersection in Calloway
'County.
Home Federal is bringing to
Murray the same friendly
service which is offered at our
611MN i‘lcCIJAIN INTEQ101as3  I
17 W. JENNINGS. NEWBURGK INDIANA 47`630..-
















four other locations, says
Sherman. The staff has been
completely trained in the
home office building in
Paducah, and will offer the
full services •tch- are
presently being offered by the
home office staff. •
It is a distinct pleasure and
privilege to become a large











1202 Johnson Blvd. 753-7117
These Prices
Good Sunday













$loo $16.97  
lefeed--Fan --art rf-f-reat-e emen-t
Thermostat and safet/ tip-dver switch 58 300




















, Reg. $29.95. Wake to music or






Lets children create colorful
pictures ,With light board and
assorted colored pegs 72-350
Soccer Ball














Draws like magic, just turn
the knobs /2-395
Prices Good Sunday Only at These Otasco Stores
Bel-Air Center 753-5391
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